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The Peanut Butter Sandwich
Mavis

King

recisely at 7:45 a.m. Miss Benson came through the revolving door ,; of the Squibb building, her long, flat-heeled
oxfords clunking solidly on the tiled corridor.
She acknowledged
the elevator boy's presence with a n0I1-C0111mital, "Good morn ing," as she passed the uleta! cage, and turned
briskly through
the door
marked Employees
Only in black
letters across the top panel.
For fifteen years Miss Benson had tapped down the same
corridor and turned through
that doorway.
She hung her
coat on the hanger next to the wall. She always hung it there
since she was the first to go to lunch.
Then she gave herself
a hesitant glance in the rusted mirror by the racks.
She hatekl the mirror.
It faced the windows, and the glare
from the streets through the slanted venetian
blinds hit it
squarely, showing up the beginning of a fleshy sag beneath her
eyes, and the broken chains of wrinkles under her chin.
But every morning she paused to give herself a last minute
inspection before she settled down behind her desk. Always it
left her with a vague feeling of discomfort which lingered until
her lunch
hour,
when
she had another
chance to see
'herself in the more flattering mirror over the drugstore counter.
Miss Benson knew she was not an attractive
woman, nor
even a particularly
young woman.
She hakl passed forty-five.
She was often merely-well,
she'd often overheard the younger
girls in the office say it behind her back: she was drab. Her hair
was snuff-colored tan.
When she was a young woman, she had wistfully hoped
someday she might have softly waved, blue-white
hair like
her mother's.
She had felt it would give her a simple beauty
which her nondescript
hair had failed to (~O, But she doubted
now that her hair would ever be any other color than snuff-tan.
She well knew, and even believed, what her working companions whispered
about her, which only increased her opinion
that the world was, after all, a fairly desolate place in which
to live.
She swung open the door to the inner office and smiled
vaguely about her. MacKnight,
her superior, but 'tt least ten
years her junior, was flipping a dust cloth hastily across the
desk.
She smiled back pleasantly enough.
"Morning, Ruth," she said, and turned, back' to her dust
rag.
It was still early.
Four of the girls were standing
by
the adding machines, giggling over one of their ,priya~~ .jokes,
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Two of them half turned when Miss Bensen walked. to the back
of the room.
Phyllis, a heavy. blond girl vho always '.!\fore. a
gold ankle bracelet, tight sweaters,
and a lemcu-colorcd
rat 1rl
her hair, spoke first.
.
"Code! morning, Miss Benson." She elH1!lci;:l_t;~rI("'lrb_l.vorcl,
giving the salutation
an almost ludicrous
sounl.
l'vTiss B nson
puf her big brown purse down on the desk before auswcring.
I don't like you, Phyllis,
she thought
to hcrsel E. Most
of your lipstick is on your teeth and you carry a water line
on 110th arms ... But there was another r euson, teo, which she
could not acknowledge
even to herself.
Such a penetrating
dislike as she had for Phyllis,
she felt, deserved
a penctrating
examination,
but to do so would be to pull back UtC scabs
off halt-healed
wounds; she was not up to it.
I Iowever
diaillusioned
she was about her own way of living', she had
never allowed herself a moment's
doubt that these girls, these
callous, flippant, fast-talking
office girls, were 8.u/lhi!lg
but
insensi~jve creatures
unworthy
to share the value ur Iter presence.
I'he fact that they knew Iittlc abol1~ her) and apparently
cared less, l:acl long ceasekl to l?c;thel- ]\/hss Denson.
In any
event, she silently rat ional iz ed, It s not because
don't
want to know; it's because I choose 110t to tell them .
.Phyllis was looking at her, odelly. "Oh ... U'O(J([ mornirlO'
PhYlli.s," she remembered.
suddenly,
ar~d smiled" ill Lrl:Tnulot~~
restraint.
Janet was sucking the car pieces 011 her Lhe harlequin glasses and askekl from the side of her mouth
"flow ,.
. mornmg,,-utl
.
I:> 1 -"
,
.
clI e
you·t 1'l1S
(
Now why couldn't they show more respect for her 'fl·'ft,.
..
Ilel~ 1ast name?
cen
years , sernorrty
an d ca 11 11er)yl
"IJretty . well
t11a11kyou," she answered self-consciously,
and sat down at hel:
desk.
. Two of the girls nudged each other and
tur!led
av
quickly, their shoulde:'s revealing suppressed. rnirth.
Miss
son Iookekl down, feeling her pulse beat at her temple.
~They're laughing at me, ,she thought, with her eyes starin
fixedly at her rubber stamp. rhey're laughing because I alwayg
say "Pretty well, thank you."
That's why Janet asked me ho~
I was.
She doesn't really care how I am.
,She opened her drawer, took out the ink pad, and busied
herself with changing
tl:e elate on I~er rubb.er stamp.
'_I'hen she
Iooked up again-a
foolish, determ1l1~cl smile on bel: hps.
But
ere shufflmg to t.heir
no one was watching
her now; th~ girls
desks, opening the files anld arrang1l1g their stamps and receipts.
She was already forgotten,
."
,"Dick got in from Denver last :1Ight, Janet burst out to
the room in general.
Some of her fnends looked up from their', ..

BV~~~

:v

filing.

.

)!l'd like to have ~cen that reunIOn.
6

I"

"Sure bet y ou had a bang-up
time last nightWhen' did
get in?"
"
Miss Benson pressed the stamp firmly against the ink pad,
then patted together
yesterday's receipts, squaring
their edges
with her left hanrl.
Unconsciously
her lips pinched toge;ther
in a struight, disapproving
line.
.
"Nearly
Lill-ere this morning,"
Janet said with a complacent g-iggle. ]\;ri5~ Bel1:-io\l's stamp thudded against the top receipt, leaving an oval of purple ink with yesterday'S
date and
the word P j\JD in fine print across the paper.
She worked
cautiously,
as was her habit, her thumb shoving the receipts
back as they were stamped.
In spite of her strong stamping,
she could not fully shut out the sound of their voices, the
laughter
which she felt was pure affectation.
"Wasrr't your mother a bit worriekl ?" asked Fay, the small
dark girl w ith the unusally
white teeth and bright
red
lips.
Miss Denson looked up stolidly, and nodded in approval.
There
was the only girl in the entire office she really cared about. Fay
smiled a great deal and, rnore importantly,
stopped occasionally
beside Miss Benson's desk during the day to chat.
Janet snorte!d and plopped her shell-rimmed
glasses back
onto the bridge of her nose.
.
She has a long nose, thoug-ht Miss Benson with some small
satisfaction.
.
"Morn worried ~ Don't forget, I voted last fall.
I'm no
kid."
"Guess her mother knows by now not to expect Janet in
before the milkman,"
one of the girls put in. They apparently
saw some humor in that and tittered from their desks.
Miss Benson pressed
the stamp against
the
pad,
then
against the receipt. Smoosh-against
the wet, inky pctd-thudagainst the paper.
She flipped up another receipt.
Smoosh->thud-flip.
Slowly, evenly she worked, complacent
with
the
sure knowledge
that she never made mistakes,
that today's receipts would go forward correct in every detail.
What are they laughing
about, she asked herself, annoyed.
They don't know, themselves.
Because the other girls laugh,
it's the thing to do ... Smoosh-thuc1-flip.
They're
shallow
and empty headed.
Janet with her long nose, staying out all
hours of the night.
Miss Benson knew the nose was irrelevant,
but it made her
feel better to say it to herself.
She sat and quietly studied
Janet's nose, and nodded to herself.
And she probably gets drunk
and lets any younger
fellow ... but ... (she flipped up another
receipt)
that's her business,
and her business
if she wants to
come in with the milkman ... Disgusting!
.
"Ruth, is that a new dress?" Hearing
her own name, Miss
Benson looked up, startled
out of her reverie.
It sometimes

you
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happened
that she became so ~bsorbed
she comrl~tely
forgot
where she was. Fay was standing by her desk smiling.
Miss Benson looked down, flushing
happily.
"My sakes,
no," she demurred, laughing too quickly.
This old fuchsia thing'?
I t's made over from one of my mother's dresses, after she died."
"\N ell, it's a lovely color on you," Fay said.
Miss Benson
laughed
again, with embarrassment.
She wanted
to sound
natural, as though she were used to receiving compliments,
but
the laugh came out jerky and a little high.
She coughed awkwarclly, covering it.
"Thank you, Fay," she murmured,
and
quickly
started
stamping receipts again.
Fay waited a moment, as if she were
expecting some further conversation,
'then she went back to her
desk.
\Nhat a kind remark, thought Miss Benson, feeling a glow of
pleasure.
I must remember to wear this dress more.
Then she
Irowue'd slightly.
Why didn't
I think of something
nice to
say to her?
Something
about how nice her hair looks.
She
glanced up covertly.
Too late again.
The moment had passed,
Tbe room took on the ~ouncls. t,bat came
'with
a busy
morn1l1g. Gladys was thU1TI1?ll1gnOISIly on the adding machine,
her Iips un~onsclOusly. :llov111g as she rapped the keys.
The
two new gwls wer? filing at t~1e green metal tables agaim,t
the wall, only occasionally
glanclIlg up from their work.
Miss Benson smiled wryly to herself.
It won't be 10n')" 'we!
they'll be spending 1110Stof th~ir time looking arounrl, Sl1c~k'iIH?"
out to the water coo1~r to g:OSSIP, Just lIke. the rest, slIe thou~2'ht.
Phyllis and Janet had then' backs to MISS Benson, and \~;'(j 'C
talking
together
over their filing
boards,
lVlacKnioht
1
1 f
[[.
1rer wiue
. 1 'I'':lP3 swelling
'"
cL.,
1
1 1·
seatcc'latjl,erJcCSj.'(jlll
tlle.rol~ll'lolccl"
out
over th e rae ( 0: t 1C cnair.
. re tc ephon~ rec~1Ver was hooked
around her neck and her voice exploded in to It,
Miss Benson smiled to herself.
She Io un'd more to be anill"
,1
'
c,C(
a t than anyone
would have supposed,
but she never. allo\~ed
her smiles to get beyond her teeth,
Look at IVlacKnlP'ht
"1 '
'
.,."
." ic
laugbc'rl inwardly,
Nearly chokirig' herself '~Ilth ~he telephone
between
her chin and collar bone.
Sh e thmks It makes her
when she 1101cls the receiver
iikc that.
\i\TII
1001., efficient
"
i
Y
doesn't
she use her empty ,,1, right. ian d,e.
.
.
Miss Benson went on stamping
receipts. l1stelJlrlg to MacKnieht's
irritated voice.
"I don't care what lV1r: Post says," S11C
testily
a loose strand'1 of hair back frol11
exc"10"al'1')'11",1
, _u ,_
..'
" blowinc
'0
forehead.
"I ttlI you vve don't makc ;;1.1~herror:.; (0\\'11 here, \~Tell,
not often.
Of course, I'll Cl1CCk. But 1£ he's wrong, and 1 think
be i~, I'll be up to tcll him so 1"
Shc bouncer! th~ receiVer
back: on it.s book, and sat therc a few sccon~ls, her fn\(~'crnails
clicking
on tile table.
Instantly
everyone
111 the
offIce Was

I;:
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c,

watching
MacKnight
with wary eyes.
Miss Benson went 011+
stamping.
An instant later it came, as she knew it would. She was,
forced to drop her own pose of indifference,
and looked up.
"Girls!"
The work stopped immediately,
the adding machine's,
racket died to a silence.
Miss Benson put down her stamp.
She detested being included under such a title.
Why couldn't
MacKnight
say, "Girls, and Miss Benson."
After all, didn't she
have fifteen years seniority?
Must she be classifiekl with these
impudent
tenderfeet?
"Someorie's been sending
receipts
to the auditor's
office
with last month's
date stamped
on them again."
MacKnight
paused effectively,
The girls looked down at their own stamps
to verify the date,
Mistakes
such as that frequently
occurred
in the cashier's office, but MacKnight
never admittecl it to any
one outsi'de the department.
"I'c! like to think the auditors
made the error.
They're
always making
mistakes
up there,"
she continued,
"but Mr.
Patterson
says they've cross-checked
their files,"
"Whose
stamp was it, Mac?" asked Phyllis,
pulling' her
sweater down tighter across her bosom .
MacKnight
answered
curtly,
"Number
twenty-one,"
Phyllis turned pink, and everyone looked at her, knowing.,
Miss Benson smiled inwardly
behind her teeth,
I g'uess
now you'll .lo less talking
and more working',
she thought
with grim satisfaction,
Suddenly
Phyllis
turned
her chair around
and g-estured
toward 1VIiss Benson,
"You used st a m p twen ty-one yesterday,
Ruth," she said, but her voice was sharp and defensively
high.
The girls turned in a body to stare at Miss Benson,
She sat
there. feeling a constriction
about her heart;
her chest rose
an'd fell \'.'ith her quickened breath,
They might call her stuffy
and colorless, but never could they say she lacked efficiency! She'
made no errors, they must know that!
Oh, God, to be crucified:
this way!
She managed fina.lly to say, in a voice hoarsened
with hate
and Iear, "No,- Phyllis, you're thinking
of Tuesday,
I've been
using number seven for the last two clays,"
MacKnight
nodded,
verifying
Miss
Benson's
answer,
"That's
right," she admitted,
"it was your stamp, Phyllis,
, .
Now girls," she raised her voice,
"L'm speaking
to all of you
-nut
only Phy ll is. You've got to be more careful. Patterson's
going to want to know who did it. and I have no alternative
butto m akc a report,"
Phyllis chewed her lip sullenly, casting a churlish
elance
back at Miss Denson,
"I was pretty sure ~TOU used it )~esterclay, Ruth." she declared pettishly.
Miss Benson sat there, her belt feeling very tight around:
9

hers waist.
She exhaled sl ow ly then, realizing
she had been
holding her breath.
How she hated their watchful eyes.
How
well she knew what they were thinking.
They wish it had
been rue, she thought bitterly.
They'd like Lo sec mc lmr t ...
but why?
\l\1l1at have I done to them?
She felt baffled and
con.Iu sc.I, not uu.Icrstand ir g them.
_j She
bad been there when they came and she would be
there when they left. She sensecl she was a fixture to them,
drab and uninteresting
as the gray metal tray on her desk.
She never talked about herself, her family, the kind of books
she read, what it had been like to 1)(; yOUlli-':. :_;[IC liar] never
been an impulsive
conversationalist,
even as a girl.
Perhaps
they even knew she had never known the joy o[ h01'rling a
pink chiffon Iormai up again,ot her body, awl SlI)
into a
mirror, confident w ith youth and fresh beauty.
Her g'lrllloor\,
too, harl been filled with longing and despair.
Jll1t what (lid
they know about her way of li ie apart fro 11'1 the o if ic: ~ T'hcy
had never seen her little r oorn on Ashland Avenue.
Thev had
never seen licr narrow brown metal bed, her /\rriC~lll violets
sunk in little white pots, her gold fish in the gbss tanl: by the
window.vVbat
did they know about her?
\l\1oulrlsbe
tell it
to them?
She felt a choking in her throat.
Never
Mal:e
herself an open joke, a thing of mockery
to thcm r Oh God,
never!
" : She wanted to slap J:er hand across Phyllis' face, to scream,
You clare to accuse mer
You ... you ... " But she had been
supressing
her emotions
r or too many years; so she at teurpted
a smile.
"Don't you remember,
Phyllis," she ven ture'd, hardly trusting her voice, "when you stood by Fay's desk and said, 'T\venty
one, my lucky number
'?" Phyllis, rcme m bering, turned
i11humorerlly back to her filing.
IvIiss Benson, glancing· sideways
at her profile, saw the girl's lips were pinched togetllCr raising
the line of her chin to an ugly point.
The others, feeling a little disappointed
over the placid
way Miss Benson bad turneel aai'dc the accusa tion, went silently
back to their work.
The hands on the rounel clock jumped.
Eleven o'clock .
.Miss Benson's
chair squeaked
backwards.
Her lu nc h hour
She
wished
she
didn't
have
to go
that
minute.
Sh~
knew the room would be buzzing when she left.
She picked
up.her big brown purse antl closed the c1rawer. As she walked
do\vn the narrow aisle between
the desks, she could see Janet
looking up horn the filing board to watch her, and the other
heads turned covertly.
When she reached the door, she bent
to pick up her magazine which she always left tucked insir:c the
front table drawer, and, as she turned hack, she caught a ghmpse
of: Phvllis from the tail of her eye, walking
clown the aisle,
r
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swingiug
her -hips fr0111 side to side .in an exaggerated
movement.
:"Jlle k n ew instantly
her own walk was beinz imitated.
Cruel, b;·utal.
.she wept inwardly.
Pretending
she did '.not
notice. S!1e swung opcn the paneled door.
"Ih,',·',: a nice lunch," MacKnight
saikl perfunctorily
from
her front desk
"'1 j"lll'{ yo u, I 'will."
The
door
automatically
started
swin;_;ipp' <,1"-'1: bc:hind her, a n'd in the long seconds it took before
it clicked, Miss Benson heard the muted laughter
inside the
room.
"She sure needs a new
foundation,
doesn't she?" asked
Phyllis.
And over the gasps of suppressed
laughter,
Janet
said, "':.,1" ~...I.".l"\', I wonder 'what Ruth does 011 her lunch hours
and when she's home.
Do you s'pose she just gets undressed
and goes r igh t to bed?"
"I (~111 tcl l you what sh« 'docs on her lunch hour," Phyllis
volunteered.
"She walks clown to the corner drugstore,
invariably asks for a peanut butter sandwich
and a glass of milk.
She eats the sandwich,
drinks the milk, looks carefully
at- all
the pictures
in her rnas'azine, pays the cashier, walks bacl to
the Squibb building, takes the elevator up to seven, and spends
the rest IJf her hour sitting by the 'window, reading."
Se1..(:1'<.1
ices comb inctl.
Miss Benson
heard only one,
clearly.
"Haven't
you ever seen her there when we go up to·the
lounge to play llridge?
Miss Benson and her inevitable magazine
... liov, what a clehydrated life."
]Vli~;3Ben:-;r)]1 re;'noved the coat from the hanger by the wall,
slipped her ann
into the sleeves:
Her purse fell to the floor
and :,.he hent over to pick it up. Her hand was trembling
when
slie slid it under her ann aga.in,
She caught
sight of: .her
face in the rusted mirror, an'd gnrnacec1 at the reflectori.
There
was a look of uncertainty
about her mouth.
''I'll g'O to the rest r00111 and fix up," she whispered,
half
alouel.
jolrn, the elevator boy, looked up with bored eyes as
she pa,;"er1 his cage on the way to the women's
room.
The
long lavatory
with its hig'h, 'white walls was deserted.
She
\>11.t her purse and magazine
down on the table inside the door
an'd took out her con.I».
She made a few ineffective
passes
at her hair, and noticed
automatically
that her lipstick
was
all chewed off.
"It's hateful,
hateful,"
she
whispered
to the
empty
room.
"They just don't understand
me.
They're
so smug
and quick to poke fun at those they cIon't understand."
She
put her co 111 b back into her purse and drew out the square
white compact with the blue larkspur painte!c1 diagonally
across
the white enamel.
She touched
the flowers
with her index
finger, and suddenly
she smiled, for she was alone.
From
Danny and Jane, her brother's
children.
She opened the com-

11

pact and patted white powder across her nose and forehead,
briskly, because there was a pain pushing
against
her heart,
and she wanted to thrust it away.
But I'm happy, she told herself.
Don't I have a grand
little niece and nephew? And a fine, splendid brct!",,~' and lovely
sister-in-law?
What more can I want?
I have my room, all
my owuvwrth my new lounge chair <til paikl for. •\hj my i\fr jean
violets awl P1V fish.
Gently sh~ patted on her lipstick, then blotted almost all of
it off again.
She was ready for lunch.
But something
held
her there for another
second, and in the brief moment
that
she looked again at the white face in the mirror with the snufftall lra ir loCI:·[_·~1behind
her ear';.c;bc felt an agc.~~:--:"'-: ~"~'~:l!i')n
of loathing- for that face, that body, anc! the personality
housed
inside it.
She turned
away quickly,
sorry she had looke'cl
so 1011g.
Outside, the bright sunshine hit the cement walk and made
her squint.
It was .getting
warmer,
almost spring.
Her fur
. collar scratched
against her neck, and she pushed
it cl o wn
waspishly.
In the park across the street she noticed the old
men were sitting on benches,
watching
the pedestrians
and
automobiles:
If I were an ?ld man I'd probably
be 'doing
the same thing, she thought dismally .. A gray pigeon fluttered
by her face and waddled across the sidewalk
in Iron t of her
feet.
Miss Benson waited at the corner for the red lid:,t to
change.
Her magazine was r?llecl up. tightly beneath her'lmrse.
Her fur collar popped up again, rubbm.p," bel' neck.
She watched the fat pigeon shuffling in the dirt
c.: tl y
1. I I
I
Ioundati
Sl'
,)0
ie
t 1111 ~
nee(1 a 111 eWloun\~;lolln'I
l~ vvond~red
if her lip,: were
lTIOV1l1g as s le t rought.
\1\ e
, . can t help it. l\nyway
I don't
care what they think, she lied silently.
'
The light changeel to green.
She stepped off the curb with
a group of. peop.l~ and headed for tl:e drugstore,
wonderino'f
auyone was noticing the way her hip« bouncelrl.
And I
go l:orne and just go to beeL. (;ither, she complained
sile(n~~l,t
TOllwht
I'll wash my undcrrlot
hes and the
O'1'e('n
1-1(
)1:
. b
.,
.
b
...
) . JUse
wore last week.
Th.en III
some mendmg.
It'll be eia'] .
then, and I'll have time to fin ish crocheting
the dresser SC~"l\l~
for Harriet's
birthday.
Then I'll take a bath, and ... anel th~n
I'll. .. go to bed.
'
Al ways before such a progTam. h~'cl seemed s<:tisfactory.
Now there
was the funny
ache 111sJCle her agam, g'ivino
everything'
an acid tas~e.
The drug store. counter
was' lined
with people, and she finally found a :tanr111:1~~'place lJehinrl
a
larae bald man. She stooel there, stann?: bl11lrlly ;11: the metal
Ora~li.'~esqueezer behind tIle connter, feellng c1e,:olate.
So thev think I'm hcavy-foote'r] and unirnGlg:inZLtive, she
-reflected, h~r eyes mOV1l1g blankly
to the 'white cuff on the

t~
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waitress'
arm, then slowly to a chocolate-covered
doughnut
inside the glass window on the inside counter.
They're right, of
course.
She put her hand up quickly to her mouth, wondering
if perhaps
she hael spoken alouel.
The pain was suffocating
now, and she knew that her words could never again be taken
back.
vVhat an atlm ission to make, even to herself!
The heavy man wiped a paper napkin across his mouth,
wadded it into a ball and pushed it inside his empty water
glass.
Then he squeezed laboriously
off the high stool.
She
sat clown quickly
in his place, feeling
with shriveling
distaste the warmth of the leather seat he had vacated.
1\ waitress
starte'd clearing away the dirty dishes.
Miss
Denson sat there, watching her own hands, the familiar knuckles,
the pale pink of: her nails.
So I'm dull.
She digested
that carefully.
Yes, it's true.
And I have a blunted personality
too. I say the same things
to the sante people. and think the same thoughts
every day,
every
clay.
Perhaps ... perhaps
I should ... A small
hope
sparked inside her breast.
Perhaps
I can still change ....
'vVhat's vours ?" aske'd the waitress
flatly.
Miss Benson
fin~'ered the menu, scratching
her thumb nail along the paper
cli1; at the top.
Ilnt how could she hegin?
Where should she
start ~ Ther- was so m uch that neec1ed changing.
So much,
and.
.she was forty-seven.
Still. ...
"YOl!), or e'er, IVliss?" asked
the waitress again, im pa tien tly.
That's
riel-It thought
Miss Benson, suddenly
tired.
My
nam e is Miss:' _,{ncl I need a new fcunrlation
garment.
And ..
besides ... why should I care what they think?
I'm not what
they say, I'rn not, I'm not. They'll see. She sighed, and studiec1with her usual care.
'I'll. . .I think ['11 just have a peanut
butter
sandwich
today, and ... " she paused, pretending
to study the menu carefully.
"And a glass of milk," she said lamely.
Then
she
unrolled
her magaz ine from beneath
her arm to look at the
pictures.

Blake and The Child
Sally Forsythe
Lan] b," from Songs of Innocence,
\lVilliam Blake
captured
the sensiti,,:e imaginativeness,
the kno~vledge, and
the awareness
of chilklhocd in a filigree of delicate language, verse form, and understanding.
He lifted the veil of
childhood
and revealed
that
period
of life in which imagination, not yet restricted,
gives the child a pure understanding
of Gokl and his relations
to Him and to the world about him.
Blake knew that the child sees the world through
his imagin11"The

1
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ation and that this very imagination
gives .him his knowledge
The child, because of his unrestricted
sig'ht, receives
countless sensation"
and feelings, and he believes in them.
His
simplicity
enables him to see and to understand
their true
meaning.
He is unaware of this, but there are a: few persons
who are able to recapture
the understanding
of childhood.
As the following lines show, Blake was such a person.
Little Lamb, who made thee?
Dost thou know who made thee?
Gave thee life, and bid thee feed
By the stream and o'er the mead:
Gave thee clothing of delight
Softest clothng,
woolly, bright;
Gave thee such a tender voice,
Making all the vales rejoice?
Little Lamb, who made thee?
Dost thou know who made thee?
Little Lamb, I'll tell thee,
Li ttle Lamb, I'll tell thee:
He is called b):' thy name,
For he calls himself a Lamb.
He is meek, and he is mild;
He became a little child.
I a child, and thou a lamb
Weare
called by his na~1e.
Little Lamb, God bless thee.
Little Lamb, God bless thee.
The beginning
stanza illustrates
Blake's idea of the child's
imagination.
and un?lerstanlcling.
The first two lines serve
only as all inrroduct ion : the next two i'.:ive tllC common idea
of the God as the giver of life.
It is the followino- line
'''Gave thee clothing
of delight,"
which pictures
the bchild'~
awar~ness
of. Goel n,o~ only as. ~he giver of life but also as
the gwer of triose spiritual qualit ie., that bnng happiness.
Th~
emphasis falls upon [h,e word "deb~ht"
with its connotations
of
,comfort, gla!c1ness, enjoyment,
and
blessing.
Throug"ll this
world, the l!ne assumes ,a doy1?ly iml?ortant
~11eaning .: It presents
the Idea of God s glVlIlgHlS
blessing
throuo-h
His
gifUi. The next line, "Softest clothing, woolly, bright," ~onveys
through
the word "brigh,t,", a picture of the splendor,
radiance,
.and immacubteneso:;
of Cod s g,-lft and shows the child's unclerstanding
of the beauty ~f all tl1in,gs. Fin<l.lly, in the li~1es, "Gave
thee such a tender VOice, M.ak111g all the vales rejoice,"
the
world "tender" SllO'l-rests 110t only the softness of the Lamb's voica
but also its eOll~)~lssion and love. The chi)el is c()gnizant of
the fact that Goel has given the Lamb a vorce of benevolence
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and affection
in order, as the next line shows, to make all
thillg::; ";-,'j,,il~e," \l\Ihen t hi-. krill i.:
its "fullest meaning, it carries the idea of the child's knowledee
that God has
given these g';Its in order that all things m~y exult.
Here,
Blake has shown that the child, through
is imagination,
realizes that tl!C bond or relationship
between
all things in th~
world co rues through
God.
.
T11c sccoud stanza
develops
and arnpli lic- this relationship.
"Ll e is called by thy name,
For he calls himself
a
Lamb."
The Lamb now becomes identified
with Christ.
"He
is meek and he is mild; He became a little child."
The terms
"meeL" al!,! ",,:ilcl"
,;w'gesl the quulitics of t;'c.:nlkne;:;-; and humility. ;:';ill.,·r: L1J[~ next ifl;e, "1 a child, and tilOU a larub, VI!e are
called i," 1,i, n.uue," irlenLifies the child vvith the Lamb and
with Cl.rist. 111c,;e ideas apply to him as well. and through
this line, tJl(_~ relationship
is strengthened.
The poem ends
with the j,r:l,uliction,
"Little
Lamb, (;od bless thee."
'TIle
picture
i.s now complete.
The child, perceiving
that
his
kinship with the larub and with all or nature comes through
Christ, g-ives his God-like blessing to the lamb.
Blake lias achieved his purpose not only through
the ideas
that he has expressed
but also in the words and manner
of
expression.
First, he has used tile artless,
simple diction of
the very young.
It has a rllythmical
beauty, but more than
that, it appeals to the senses, primarily
to the sense of sight.
Blake knew that children are attracted
to things through
their
eyes, an'd. therefore,
he used words that appeal to tlk eye and
paint a picture rather than words that appeal to the intellect.
Secondly,
the form of the poem carries out [lis purpose.
Theshort l iuc verses and sentence ~;tructure are like the speech of
the child.
The short sentences
give the poem the quick, flowing lone of a young person's
::;peec11, Finally,
the
use
of
many vowels give the poem a rich, liquid tone.
The wordsare woven together
to form a gossamer
web that holds theheart of childhood.

The Designer
Frances
King
If J thought
I could bargain
Or bribe or make even trade
J\nd return
to your graces,
·Your small lighted room ...
If I brought
an apron of: violets,
Of miniature
white flowers,
'vVould I gain entrance?
'vVould they give me a glance
Through
the door?
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If I thought I could bargain ....
I'll send you a blackbird
That sings very well
If you'll grant
me one fragment
of
conversation
N a?
If I could bribe
.
Remember
how you loved bittersweet?
Let me bring you several sprays
Of the brusk, reel-orange fruit.
Let me add a few plums
And a large honey comb,
And all I ask is your dark glances.
No?
If I could trakle ....
I'll trade you a basket of
Shining silver snails
For a small promise.
I'll trade you a narrow kite
And a rag dell
For a swift kiss.
No?
I see I ask too much,
But I'll have you yet,
For a door shuts out perfume,
And a room is empty
vVithout a girl's laughter,
And a lamp is lonely
Shining on an open book.

our

intense

That Year
Frances

King

The senior year was shorter than the rest
And twice as sharp.
Sometimes
the ivy seemed
Not half so green or hea vy as the vear
Before.
And was the movement
of the trees
Beyond the glass Inure sad, the way it seemed?
If "Alice" grew more deep and Frost almost
Lost favor with the crowd, was tlis so new?
If friends wore swords and foes bore olive wreaths
In fettered hands, was that so stpn<~'e?
I feared
The times when neutral lines of Henry James
(Less innocent, more traced with secret hopes)
Woule! rise from tablecloths
in other rooms.
If labs remember
"Tristan
und Isolde" at ten,
16

(October sun like May, the dusty moss
In bottJes)~-Let
it there remain.
If all
The willow leaves were whispering
"cherry tree,"
And steeples of N ew Harupshirc
thrust the sky
Aside, what matters that?
If Shakespeare
smiled
And Spenser
frowner! upon the edges of
Long conversations
on the moonlit steps,
\A/bat proof against the breach? For though the "seem"
And "is" were tossed, and though the heart sought fast
To k now the moment to refrain from thought,
There still remained a life to portion out
In silver, when Thoreau would serve no use.

The Penitent
Frances

King

We kneel so tall,
We kneel so very straight,
On the frozen ground,
On the small grave.
This is the cemetery
time,
This is the grave's year.
The brown hooded figures
Pass and return againMoving like late summer beetles
Against the tall brick wall.
Must I do penance?
And must I do penance
For afternoons
lost
In contemplation
of anogant
swans,
For mornings
spent in counting
the bells,
For evenings
Gone while I resisted
the nightingale?
We kneel so tall,
We kneel so very straight,
On the frozen ground,
On the small grave.
So You noted and remembered
That swift chase
And the ultimate
capture
Uncler the yew tree?
So Y Ott recorded
The forbidden
boat ride
Under the bent willows,
Between the steep banks?

Suddenly we discover with horror,

11'

And the fear rises like a mist,
And the mist wraps the hooded figures,
And the horror obscures the book of confcssiou->
For the ones we 1(110W are living,
And what is this grave?
And why are we here?
We kneel so tall,
We kneel so very straight,
On the frozen ground,
On th.e small grave.
And we must klo penance,
And we must (10 penance
For the race and the ride and the bird !

/

Upper Class

Material

The Reparation
Patty
he

T

Lewis

princ,'ipal st()pped, C,hC,'Cl~ing the list",a,n;l 100,keid at Il,iS
.
"M,IS,:,
Adams,
he asked, 'lsn t Ann Lupcsko
the p:i,! \vitll the thick, steel-rilllme!r1 glasses;'''
Sl'Cf'r~

"\\~II:,

\·cs."

;lfL'_;I,\'I:rcd j\11·[;-::-:

:,\(hlil"l~. ;'/\

thin,

very

uuguiu-

ly child. 'E;<trelTlely homely.
Why r"
"N otlring," the principal responded.
He leaned back in his
chair, closing' his eyes.
It was curious, Mark Davis thought,
how the problems uf teaching children remained
the same year
after year, gencraton
after g·eneration.
Here in front of: him was a list of names representing
nominations
submitted
by the students.
All these-nominees
would be called to the school stage and, before the complete
student body, introrluced
and applauded.
Then, by secret ballot, s.ix W0L11d he elected Central High's Representative
Girls,
and '1.1",[, r.icturc:
\\-I)I.:lr1
])r-' ill the :C,I,I]lII)1 .umual anrl pH,bah!\'
in the local paper.
The nominees
comprised
the school's
prettiest,
best-dressed,
and
most
popular
girls-and
Ann
Lupcsko.
Even
the situations
remained
almost
identical,
Mark
mused. He didn't rememb~r
what the honor had been called
hen I",

\\',b

a hr)Y,

()uecn

of

Il,,:uil:y

But,

...

n]' ~':()lllcll1j1H' sim ilar.

then too, the contestants
had been summoned
to the
,,:('linl)1 . ia:),'~ lt had been hir.; idea, '''r a hilnrious
joke, if) i.o minate Sadie Whiteside.
'
In the auditorium
he cculkl see Sadie, sitting with her hands
ti
tly ckllelled on til,,; hooks in herner
fat, l.omcl y face
was !ntent as she 'watched.
She vigorously
applauded
her
favorites among the girls who were called to the stage.
. Mark never knew whether the teacher in charge "vas conscicusly aware of the name before she called it.
"Sadie Whiteside.
Wil! she corne forward, please?"
There was a stunned
hush in the auditorium.
Only the
row of boys in which Mark Davis was sitting made al,y SO1.1 1[(1,
and. their snickerng
was muffled.
Sade sat as if she didn't recogruze her name.
Her face looked blank and numb.
Then the girls around her began to repeat her name.
Someone nudged her. There were loud whispers of "Go on! Go on !"
They had caught on to the joke like vultures
attacking
a klead
carcass.
She was pushed into the aisle.
Still with a dazed expression
on her face, she started
to"yard the stage.
She was fat, her hair was stringy,
and her
clothes were cheap and ill-fitting.
There were giggles all over
the auditorium
as she started
down the aisle, awkward
and
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frighteneid.
One of the boys said loudly, "Our beauty queen I"
and another whistled suggestively.
Girls went into gales of
laughter.
Halfway to the stage Sadie stopped. Beads of sweat glistened on her face. She stared about her as if she had lost her
way. Her mouth twitched and slowly, very slowly, a look of
terror came into her eyes. vVith a cry she turned to run.
But even her escape was too farcical.
She put her fat
hand over her eyes, stumbled
ankl fell. Her dress flew up,
showing fat legs and cheap cotton underwear.
Now, sitting behind the principal's
desk of Central High
School, Mark Davis could remember the whole scene in detail.
though he could not remember at what moment it had ceased
to be funny.
I-Ie had quit laughing before the others.
He sat
through the teacher's angry lecture, scarcely hearing: it. He
kept seeing the look of terror in Sadie's eyes, ankl how the
sweat had shown on her cheeks.
The teacher had never discovered who wac, re:c:pon;;ible for
Sadie's name being listed.
There was no punishment.
But
Mark Davis found he could not forget the incident.
The girl had not returned to school for two klay s. Then
she went to classes reid-eyed, frequently
weeping, and lookinguglier than ever before.
A thousand
times
he imagined
how she must have felt with the laughter beating at her from
every side, trapped by the mockery ~f it, as he was by his own
shame.
When he could stand it no longer he went to her house
to apologize.
He was trembling as he went up the steps.
It
had taken him most of the afternoon
to gather his courage,
and it was nearly dark.
"I want to talk to you," Mark said when Sadie came to
the door. "Will you come out a minute?"
She must have been working in the kitchen, for he could
smell the odors of food and perspiration
about her. "What is
it?" she asked.
It was hard for him to speak.
"Remember
when they
called your name to go up on the stage that time at school?"
He did not wait for a reply but rushed on. "I did it. I nominated you. I didn't do it as a joke," his voice cracked a little.
"I thought maybe you weren't as pretty as some of the others,
but you make gocld grades.
I thought-"
He was backing
away, feeling for the top step with his foot. She kept looking
at him, saying nothing.
Her face was only a pale disbelieving
circle in the dusk. Then he had found the steps and had gone
down them, and was running' as she had run, blindly, trying to
escape-and
knowing already that he never could.
The principal opened his eyes, leaned forward and looked
again at the list of names on his desk.
He reached for his
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pencil, but it was not primarily this girl at all. He knew that
Sadie Whiteside
probably had long ceased to be hurt by the
memory of the incident and had even forgotten the name of
Mark Davis.
But for him, the memory and shame could come
back so vividly that even now his hand trembled as he marked
Ann Lupesko's name from the list.

Death, or Return Me
Jack Harris

Monninger

Hold my hane! firmly
Ank] guide me through the snow,
Then let the sun beat down
Concealing where I go.
And when I reach the depths
Of man-made destiny
Close the gates softly
Or set me free.
21

The Linguistic Adventures

of Leo and Neo

or

l'fUgh?7
Kenneth

Hopkins

The problems forceel upon civilization
by the development
of: languages
are numerous,
ba[fling, and elusive of solution.
The.«: '1In,blcrll~, furtllcrliIIJrf',
j'Zl.'(' rW\"'i'
I,C"II ,JI1'Jlpr::II"'I'I,,i\'r:ly
catalogued,
and thus have c~;cajl('r1. !\cUxti()ll by tlic ll1'L·.,,(:','.vhc
labor 011, under the resulting
handicaps,
ohl iv ious of the fact
that their every action is m ol derl, inhibited,
guidcrl, ;lllrl ot licrwise affected by language.
It may br: logic!l!v assumed that, 'i(lJllcwhe!'e ill the dawr,
of the neolithic period, man discovered
the knack of regirnenting
oral noises in such a way a" to convey meaning',
Perhaps
the
fashionable
man of the period, upon waking
in the morning,
said to his necessarily
common law spouse, "Ugh," which, wi thout straining
the interpretation,
m ight be construed
to mean
";:;'oo<!ll1ornin;;'" ill tile 1l1l)r\ern ~,ClhC, rr tlii-, c:-:cu;il,ie "i !lullithic
veri
caine to he n'p'':~'ilc,1 111()rllin": :1i'i':I' 1I'I')I'llill":
i;: II'!
depending
upon the number of social contacts
of the man and
his wile, develop into a tribal habit,
Following
the same pattern,
the mall, 'whom we shall call
Neo for the sake of brevity, probably
said as his second utterance of each day, "Ugh ugh," which may have been the cue for
:\11:1's, Nco to gct out of: the cave iL1lr!wllip lip a .lorlo C'!J:;2; o.uclct
anrl a pot of sassafras,
Proccc.lim;
aloiu; t1l1:" li u c or reasoning
will, of course, bring' one to tile absurkl picture of Nco, :)til.l1ding' at
iday's erid, pouring forth a resonant series of "u.c:hs" in pursuance
of his ninety-fourth
comment
of the day.
This is, quite obviously, an overcleveloprnent
of Llle truc picture
of the Iormat iori of language because Nco dic1n'thave
enough fingers and
toes to count to ninety-bur,
anrl vVestbrook
Pegler,
the only
man who can say that many ughs consecutively,
was not yet
old enough to talk.
Casting aside the ridiculous
developments,
one can arrive at a reasonably
logical conception
of the process.
Neo's problems, however. in coping with his ninety-fourth
"ugh," cannot begin to comparc vvith the struggle
which must
be put forth in the present civ iliz at ion to gain even ::;0 much
as a mediocre working knowledge
of language.
To portray this
struggle,
let us choose a hypothetical
member
of the present
generation
and examine chronologically
his tribulations
concerning his native tongue.
This person, whom, purely for the sake of rhyme, we shall
call Leo, is subjected
almost immediately
following
birth to
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cp'llc ...·. and inrohcrcnt
LalJ1Jlingoo and cooings perpetrated
by
·otherwise salle adults laboring nnder the fantasy that an infant
is born with an understanding
of baby talk. Usually Leo accepts
this drivel with unconcerned
nonchalance
unless it is accompanied by a bottle of warm mille
His indifference
to the
language which permeates
this period of his life probably
is
instrumental
in ::;aving him from developing
into a blitherng
idiot in later years.
Alt[10Ug'11
baby talk may haunt Leo through the first three
or I ()ur';,',
-, ,J hi." i " -. hi. 1"1<.'.\L experience witl: language conies
hcfo:'c

r. ~c '_';If

,Jr1.

III i.; hautcred

and

cajoled

into

waking'

attempts
to jll:011oullcewor'r!s
and names.
He is offered bribes
and rcwards ()f sweets, balloons, rattles, and rubber dollies if he
will only 'lay "mama,"
"dada," "Auntie
Samanthia,"
"Uncle
<"), '!"'l!,"i"!'I"
t ,
li'1:("I"
,(;1\"(,
:lhbic
names.
\IV 11(;11, perhaps
ii'
;1
111111' I.
,;\
\l:i;tl:1'Ic'
Leo inac[vertently
lets
slip
:' ,'. ,ii' j,
:,;,:,
1'. ;"f)i.cl'.
;-c..·,Cln1:le
a \vnnl or 11;\11"1e.,
hl!liiv;'II:I."·[11
I,ll
1'['11 riot.
Clll(jl;ci:; r\t;scended upon with wild
j Lib i [;1. ti 011 :til II gets no res t until he repeats or collapses
into
,il"l!~'l.( r.
I, ,',,111 tili:; tiruc rlll Leo is plied with requests
to say
"[?.Yc, byc" l_o departing
relatives,
to say "doggie"
at the sight
o i ;1. Cll11I1lC. anrl to say "nice Josephine"
to his obnoxious cousin.
1,"''",
-;!.,I'!-1,i]r;-'i1!-lhc-1,:1.cl;-\,~lrr1
pcriocl
or devclopll1ent
briJ1~': Cf)l'lll further
harassing
experiences
with language
by
contac t.: with the ncighbors
children who, being perhaps two
or three y cars older, cannot rcirain from comrnenting
upon Leo's
astoUl"!rlill!';
rJil.:y an.I small vocabulary.
To them it isn't
conceivable
that anyone exists who doesn't know what "aturn"
means.
"\i\fhy aturn is the stuff: they make bombs out of that
Russia don't know how to I Cosh, don't you know what atum
means~"
So Leo decides that his mother ma'de a mistake by
kllill'~' the .1{,ri:i)1·iw!'
:'\":':1 ;l r1ll'!l1h kid i11tO tllis hrilliant
worhl
with all iLcl acadelni~ brats who know the meaning of "atum."
:"l" i cl \", ;H_'] ie\' i 11 '2' eli 'l.t [1: C 11 <lr1 mt1 Co'Hc.e r) r the lilies 0 f
unschooled
people rail~d to enslave them properly to the dictates
of language
and its grammar,
invented
the school.
At first
attell.rial1cc·

~.

\\";t:-;

\,()1L11"1i._;il"\"·

lhen

ns

its

1)O\Ver

(_u'ld

P'"C.~~ti~~T

increased,
laws were formed to force atten~lance upon innoce';1t
children between stipulated
ages,
Leo, at the age of five years
and to avoid the lenv, enters kindergarten.
This institution
with the German name is not concerned with acquainting
young
people with the arts of horticulture
and truck farming
as the
1l<:1T1e implies.
Unsuspecting
five-year-olds
are entertained
wlth crayons,
water colors, and paper dolls while the adult
instructors
plot methods of injecting here and there the devious
progaganda
tools of language
cultivation,
such as the alphabet,
picture reading books, and spelling contests.
Here Leo learns
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that the alphabet proceeds from A to Z through twenty-four
other odd-looking characters which he had formerly seen on the
sides of his wooden blocks. He is informed that these twenty-six
letters are used in various combinations
to make up all the
words of the English language, a meaty revelation to any kid.
He is told that intelligent young people like himself quickly
learn to recite the alphabet backward as well as forward and
always spell cat, c-a-t.
\rVhcn Leo completes the one-year course in kinlclergaden
he is matriculated
into elementary
school.
Society kloes not
disguise the fact that the elcmen tury school was instigated for the
purpose of fostering knowledge of the language;
its popular
name is grammar school. Leo is expected to maintain his sanity
through eight years of classes in reading, spelling, grarnmar, literature, debate, speech, rhetoric, and other subjects bordering
on linguistic
gymnastics.
Reading
classes
reach boredom
through the tales of Sir Walter Raleigh, who was irrational
enough to throwaway
a perfectly good coat, and a king named
Arthur, who was bent upon battering people into morality by
means of the lance and sword, plus countless other pointless
word formations called stories.
Leo is forced to endure spelling
classes which involve "bees," another name for publc embarrassment as a result of not being able to place the letters of a word
like "parthenogenesis"
in the proper order. His grammar classes
warn of the catastrophe of the split infinitive, look with horror
on the misplaced modifier, and give hints on how to most
effectively sprinkle commas. His literature teachers are shocked
when Leo confesses that he failed to perceive the subtle, hidden
meanings in this or that craftily phrased poem.
His speech
teacher and debate coach are driven to distraction
because he
can't seem to learn to wiggle his left arm in conformity to the
preponderance of the spoken word.
Completion of elementary school, aside from leaving Leo in
a state of near mental collapse, brings about his entrance into
high or preparatory
school.
The perennial
battle
between
language and the human brain continues with an accelerated
rehash of the grade school material rewritten in thicker books,
more complex sentences, and longer words.
Hours are devoted
to the conveyance of allegedly priceless information concerning
the importance of language to science and scientists, of language
to mathematics and mathematicians,
of language to history and
historians, and of language to language and linguists.
In high
school Leo is coerced into intimate relationships
with Latin,
much to the further confusion of his mind which is already
cluttered to the point of choas with half-formed conceptions of
the intricate viscera of English.
He is blithe1y told that from the
language of Virgil and the Caesars he will glean valuable assistance in his attempt at mastery of English.
His gleanings, he
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soun begins (0 see, consist of learning plurals ending' in "ae"
instead of "s," of learning that "v" in Latin is sounded as the
"w." With these and limitless other aids to more complete
comprehension,
Leo, after four years, is graduated.
At this
pomt he is statistically
qualified, by virtue of a c1eligl1thllv
embellished diploma complete with the names of the high school
principal and superintendent,
to become a day laborer.
Perhaps,
if he or his family have sufficient social connections, he might
even be placed as a junior file clerk or an office boy.
Let I.1S .• at this point, demonstrate
our econornic power in
hypothetical
situations
by endowing
Leo's parents
wit.h .. a
respectable middle-class fortune.
After surveying the pOSSIbIlIties of Leo's lucrative employment,
he and his father klecide that
perhaps it would be best if a part of the fortune were to be
I11vested in higher education.
If Leo and his father were to stop
to figure the extent of his education at this point, it would be
revealed that he has spent some 2,600 days, or roughly 18,200·
hours of his young life in institutions
of learning.
Society,
however, is not yet placated.
The following autumn finds Leo,
at the age of eighteen years, registering at the university.
This,
he th!nks, is where he really begins to learn things. He believes
h~ will no longer be plagued, as he was in the lower schools,
'':Ith the constant struggle with languages.
Here is the beginIll11g of valuable, succulent, and interesting education .
. Leo is _informed at the registrar's
desk that there are ce.r~ain
basic requrrernents.
These
it seems, consist of composition,
literature,
and a few incidental hours in a foreign tongue.
In
his composition
course he soon runs afoul of further study of
grammar
technique.
His literature
professor condemns lo~er
education for Leo's lack of development
of the proper appreciation of poetry.
Leo is amazed that any language can have as
perverted
a word order as German.
If Leo is mentally sound
enough to avoid schizophrenia,
mayhem,
and open warfare
against professors during this trying period of disillusionment.
he may go on to become a normal student.
Otherwise, he will
add to the congestion
at the local mental hospital.
Assuming'
t!1at he maintains his stability, we see Leo pursuing his educatl.on through
redundant,
ambiguous
texts,
through
classes
chrected by professors who are warped with manias for exasper~ting accuracy, and through quizzes, tests, and final examinations
111 'which appear
.questions the answers to which nCJsane person
would bother to know.
Four years of the prime of Leo's life
are recorded, day by day, on classroom rosters; then one day
education personified
appears, draped in somber black, topped
WIth a mortarboard,
and hands Leo his degree.
Here from the threshold
of the educational
cocoon steps.
civilization's
completed
product.
Here is the model of well25
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rounded a1dultbood.
Here is evolution in its highest form.
Here
is modern man.
True, more than one-third
of his life span is
gone.
True also is the fact that Leo was biologically
mature
some eight to ten years ago, at which time, according
to nature,
he had completed
his apprenticeship
in living.
True, he now
feels that time is growing short and he must drive himself to
the apex of a career in a mad dash for fleeting glory; but then,
there was no other way.
A complex
society
with complex
languages demanded that the development
of the minkl be given
a longer period than nature's development
of the body.
So crude
a thing as nature can be no authority
in marking off the schedule
of a person's life except at both ends.
Statistically
speaking, Leo's battle with languages
has now
consumed about 26,840 hours of his time plus an incomputable
outlay of money for books, fees, tuition, pencils, pens, appropriate
clothing', and myriads of miscellaneous
items.
Civilization,
however, has been satiatecl.
The end product
of the educational
grind has been realized.
Here is a mass of
protoplasm
of animal origin which has been trained to think
in terms of language.
It communicates
wi th other masses of
protoplasm
through language.
Tt loves tluoueh lang:lIage.
It
hates through language.
It praises Gael by rnC,Hl,-; 01 lang,nage.
Languages furnishes it with colorful profanity.
The p0\Ver of
words has, indeed, placed Leo in a higher order.
.F! e enjoys
automatic superiority to the physically mute; he i" ahlc to convert
his friends into foes by correcting- flaws in their granll11ar; he is
capable of sarcasm, satire, hypociisy.
an'd egotislll;
and he has
the power to create endless boredom for others.
. The struggle to gain mastery over language
has been demonstrated
as long, arduous, nerve-wracking,
and expensive.
The
resulting
qua lities have been enumerated
illl)clrt.
In view of
these facts, the question of whether or not to continue the use
.of language practically
answers itself.
Obviously,
the value of
the product
is vastly inferior to the price.
Therefore,
let us
.signify the demise of language
by the same word with which
it was begun. 'Ne shall, at the soun.l of the r~(l11,~'"to:',,; our dictionaries over our left shoulders
and say in unison, "Ugh."

Night Guard at a Mausoleum
Stanley Levine
The ping of God re-echoes 011 an 1.11·'I);L\C'(1
r()~l'l,
The crude till roof accc:;t;.; it; riva l \\·:L\'t,.;:
The spirit of death awakens its cl]al.i('1l"(ri ,.,01]!2,.
In the (IUaiJ11: hut arnidst i:.Ci unborn
!):raves
harken to the call of lifc/\n:rl lift a ro.Icn t lr oru its mothcr'
nest.
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Griffith
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cocks her Tiead, waiting
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To a june Bug
VVh'_'ll yon
in l:n my 'willdow
with monomaniacal
desire,
!\ fear i!,lip:-; llly heart: although I do not fear y01.1, this fear
r:lliil,;rny h cart.
Or
."

J tiC'_; your pulp as a ruined drop of lifc stuff from some
in radius of that light that sets your mind afire,
/\ joy fills my heart,

\\,r'(,l1

Or when

I hear

your

r!l(){)d a:''l a wh

l\. pleasure

burns

whirring
in the [darkness of my room
g of S0111C gdc1'.:; naruc,
within my body,

or

Or \\" en 1 ":"(' ),lJ'l'r p,ll;) a.: a ruined drop d lite stuff from some
mystical beaker,
!\ horror displaces
my reasoning
with a sadness that lets
me into the pit of blackness.
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Introduction to Death
Joan

Owen

eath meets each of us some time.
But perhaps,
the most
vivid memory of ;death spril_lgs Irom the first introduction.
I shall never forget the little duck named
Ivory,
who
acquainted
me with death.
Ivory
was the neighbors'
pet and my play-fellow.
At
this time, I was three and possessed
no sisters as yet.
Thus,
I vory and I waddled around the yard together,
enjoying
each
other's company.
He belongeel to me more than he did to
his owners.
One day the painters
came to redecorate
the
house.
Thoughtlessly
they deposited
their ladders
in the yard and
went out to lunch.
With typical childish curiosity,
Ivory and
I puttered
around
their paraphernalia.
Eventually,
we began playing with the ladklers, which had been laid on their sides
in the yard.
Ivory darted between
the rungs and I hopped
over them.
The accident
happened
so suddenly.
My foot
must have caught on a rung, and Ivory
couldn't
scramble
-out from under the falling ladder in time.
I dieln't know what was wrong with my little pet.
I'll
never forget how I tried to stand him up, and he kept falling
-over. The downy little body was so hard and still.
Death
was unknown
in my young life.
Finally, I rushed into the house and crawled
in my bed.
I became violently
ill and Mother called the doctor.
There
was a huge knot in my stomach and throat.
I couldn't
speak.
I coudn't even cry.
About
this time,
the neighbor
arrived
and
informed
Mother of Ivory's
death.
The fallen ladder told the whole
story.
Mother took me in her arms and explained
away my
fears and the knot in my stomach.
That evening
I helped
.bury I vary in a cigar box in the garden.
ago,
whenever
Although
this incident
occurred
years
back to
ideath appears
in my life, my thoughts
go rushing
I vary's stiff little form that wouldn't
stand up.

D
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The City
Roger

Chittick

10\.vJy, inevitably, as out or a moving mist, he could begin
to ,.l!~;tlrlp.liish forms.
They blurred and retreated,
then
c','.;v,ulccci again, gradually 'becoming more distinct.
He
.W~l:; '~x;)"riellcing
things as a man just reviving from unconClOc:Slie,;" af ter a hard blow on the head, or as a man who
has drunk too much might slowly and with eHort attempt to
establish once again a mental contact with the world of time
an.d space. Then again, perhaps this was not it at all; perhaps
thIS, ::;lu
ll; velat iori
was really taking years; perhaps he was
p,l,-:S11lg' through
the first years of life and seeing things as
a child might see them.
He was standing on one side of a large city square,
The
street
was crowded
with automobiles
which were traveling
eX,treme!y fast.
In the m idklle of the square was a large fOU~lt~un which sprayed great cascades of water high into t,he air,
1he water splashed down on the heads and backs of mnurnera.l.le carved statues of such diverse nature as sea nymphs,
wingeel angels, and ugly goblins,
Around the fountain was a
: 111 all gra,ssy plot bordered
by a high, black iron fence. Formmg the CIrcumference of this island in the middle of the square
was a sidewalk on which many people were walking.
Inside
the fence children played on the grass.
On the sidewalk directly across from him, an old woman was selling flowers to the
passers-by,
She held the remaining flowers clasped tightly to
her bosom.
On her hea!cl she wore a black shawl which served
to make her pale, wrinkled face seem even more sallow by
comparison.
His vision was quite clear now. Yet he stood still, studying
this incomprehensibly
strange world in which he found himself.
The buildings
surrounding
the square were very old.
Some of them 'were very elaborate
with tall Greek columns,
friezework,
and even mosaic set in the front.
Others
had
stained glass windows, and there were large, carved wooden
signs painted in br ietht colors hanging in front, much like the
old inns one so commonly associates with Europe,
The tops
of the buildings 'were covered with a network of chimney pots
and crooked smoke stacks that recalled the pictures of London
so often seen in a Dickens novel,
The scene seemed very
familiar.
It seemed to be a compound of everything
he had
ever known so that he was seeing no one place or thing, but
rather all places and all things mixed together.
It was the
same and yet different from all places he had known before.
,
"It is very strange,"
he thought, "everything
is so IamilJar, and yet it is very strange."
He could not remember
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where he was, or who he was, or how he came to be where
he was, or where be wac; to go, or how.
lIe could remember
no details of his past life-his
mind was blank-there
was only
the present.
He turned slowly and began to walk arounkl the square.
The sidewalks
were crowdeclwith
people pushing and jostling
each other.
The thought
entered his mind that this arIair of
living was just a marl clash with no beginning
or end, or
possibly all beginning
and all end. It "vas lil-ce being ill a maze
an.l not know in.; the way out, and so one tried every door
ancl any door in sheer desperation.
He walked on swiftly,
pw-'hing' 'with the rest of the crowd.
He -felt as though he must
hurry-faster
and faster-a
blind imperative
drove
h im on.
He beg'an to run pell-lllell through the crowkl, knoeking people
rip-ht and left.
In his haste be ran into an old uian sc1lil1P
]J2~"1Cilc~
anc1 knocked
hirn 'clown in one of the doorways.
Th~
pencils and some small change scatterec1 out over the sidewalk.
The old man Jay still where he had fallen.
No one paid
an" attention
to him.
J
Exhausted,
he stopped in one of the streets leading of[ the
square.
His mood of blind baste had passed.
He began to
walk again slowly down the street.
Up and clown ho th sicks
or the street were lines of pushcarts fillec1 with merchandise
of all descriptions.
The street was busy and many people
crowded around the cart.
SlJ!ddenly he was seized with a passionate
desire to get
out of the city.
Everything
seemed clear to him.
lIe blew
somehow
that once outside
the ci
all would be well with
him-all
questions
answered,
all doubts
erased.
He walked
forward confidently.
He walked down the s tr cet for a long- time.
How long.
he couldn't say, for he \v;cs progressing,
as it were in a sort of
suspended
state in which time failed to make an impression.
He felt he was walking
in ill finite space and that because
the space was infinite, he was making no progress.
The street
was lineel solidly on both sides w ith old stone houses.
There
were no yards or trees, only houses of stone built flush wi th
the sidewalk.
It began to g-et clark. There were lights in some of the
houses, but there were no street lights,
and the walks and
streets were deserted.
It was as though the people were afraid
of the dark antl the night.
J\ feeling -of apprellension
and fear
. of the un kno wn passed over h im momentarily.
but he soon
shook it off and continued
on his way.
Finally he came to the end of the street and founel himself standing on the edge of a large f iel'd grown up with weecls
and cluttered
with refuse and garbage.
On the other side of
the field a high stone wall stretched
in both c1irectionsas
far
30
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as he could see.
Nobody was in sight.
He picked his way
cautiously
across the field until he stood at the base of the
wall.
It was very high, and along the top he could see a row
of pointed spikes.
It would be impossible
for him to climb
over it. He felt as though he were looking down from a great
height.
He trembled
violently.
He was alone, yet he felt as
though
there were someone
just behind watching
him.
I-Ie
looked about fearfully.
There was no one in sight.
He began
to run back wildly across the fielcl, stumbling
and weaving as
he ran.
Once he tripped and fell to his knees, but he did not
notice anrl dashed on in furious haste.
When he got back
across the field, he entered another
street and began to walk
toward town.
He presented
a lonely figure as he walked clown the deserted street.
After walking for some time he carne to an intersection with a street that rwas, ju!clging by its widt l: and the
fact that there were a few cars passing, of more importance
than the one on which he had been traveling.
Looking down
this new street he saw only a few blocks away a cluster of
ligh ts and the flashing
colors of blinking
neon signs.
He
turned toward the lights.
As he passed the first of the brightly
lighted buildings,
a saloon, he noticed an old man sitting on
the curb weeping bitterly.
He was about to pass by, when the
old m an turned to hirn and croa.ke'd in a broken voice, "Come
and share my sorrow."
Not wishing
to seem rude he walked over to h im and
asked. "\lV-hat is your sorrow, my friend?"
The old man looked at him with a simple smile on his face
anc1 said, "What is the sorrow of us all? Buy me a drink."
This strange
answer rather puzzled him. "But then," he
thought, "a drink might not be a had idea, and perhaps the old
man can tell me the way out of the city."
So he replied, ";\11
right, get up and we will g'o in and have a round."
The olel man jumped up with o.mazing alacrity an'd throwing his ann about him pulled hirn into the saloon.
It was
clark and bot inside.
There was i1 srnell of age, and mold. and
vomit in the air.
The floor was covered with
and
apparently
no eHort 'was m akle to dispose of th e trash and
garbage,
for all kinds of filth and refuse were mixed with the
0havings
on the floor.
The only jigbt came Irom three old
lanterns
hanging
above the bar and three small electric light
bulbs a ttachcd to the music stands of a violinist, a cellist, and
it _pianist.
The trio was playing Brahms with obvious aCCOHlphslnnent,
and seemed oblivious
01: the activity
in the rest of
the rooul.
.
He and the old man sat together at a table in the corner.
Irorn which position he coultl observe most of the interior
of
the room, Two men dressed only in loin cloths were wrestling
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in the middle of the floor.
Their great hairy backs and
shoulders were taut with exertion, and the sweat rolled off
their perspiring
bodies.
They were covered with sawdust,
garbage, and all kinds of filth which stuck to their moist
bodies.
On the other side of the room several men ha'd made
a clearing in the sawdust and were pitching pennies at the
wall. They were arguing continuously.
The bartender
was a
mammoth man, at least seven feet tall with hugh shoulders
and a black beard.
He was dressetl in clothes of shiny black
silk with a bright red sash tied about his waist.
The waitresses
were extremely tall with mannish figures.
They wore red and
white silk shorts and very revealing blouses.
One of them
stopped at his table, set a bottle of wine in front of him, and
walked of I. I t looked like excellent wine, for the bottle wasobviously old and the vintage was of the best.
He poured the liquid out into two glasses which were
sitting on the table, and watched the old man as he drank
greedily.
"Now," he said to the old man, "perhaps you can do
me a favor and tell me how to get out of this city. I've been
trying to find a way for some time but so far without success."
The ol!d man looked at him with an incredulous
stare and
said, "There is no way out of the city. There is nothing outside; this is all there is. Drink your wine an'd try to be sensible!"
The old man's words made a cold chill run down his back,
and he found it hard to breathe.
He could feel his flesh creep,
ankl his hands tremble.
That colel unreasoning
terror that he'
had experienced while standing- alone by the great wall came
over him again.
This fear was no ordinary fear.
There was
no way in which he could combat it.
He was defenseless
against the terror it brought.
He reached for his wine.
As
he was about to drink, however, he noticed that there was a
thick coat of ugly green mold on the liquid.
He looked across
the table inquiringly
and saw the old man was gone.
He
jumped up and looked about the room.
It was empty except
for the two wrestlers
sleeping together
in the corner with
their arms about each other.. The lights had been turned out.
I t was very cold. He dashed out the door onto the sidewalk.
Once outside, he foun!d everything
dark and all of the
buildings closed.
He began to walk aimlessly and dejectedly
down the street.
After he had walked along in this manner for
some time, he heard music in the distance ankl walked in the
general direction of the sound.
The rolling, carefree melody
became louder and clearer as he walked.
Then, as he rounded
a corner, he saw in a vacant lot on the other side of the street,
a carnival in full swing.
Even at this late hour crowds of people in gay-colored
clothes were milling about the grounds.
All the concessions
were open.
Everybody
appeared
to be having a wonderful
~J
v_

time.
He \\,lS impressed
hy the brilliance
of the colors Tu the
clothes people were wearing.
The colors seemed actually
to
glow, and the cornbinat ions were a maz iug.
Some of the men
were wearing bright orange pants and red shirts w ith variously
colored polka-dots
on them.
Most of t h e women wore dresses
of a peasant
nature
with embroidered
\,ksigll:) on them.
He
was abo ill' l;r(,';~,ccl by the tremendous
uumber of balloons floating about evcrv w lier c. They were shaped like human heads and
had leering f~;ccs painted on them,
He wa lkctl across the street and mingled with the crowd.
In spite or ll.F:ir apparent
gaiety he detected
a note of bitter
sorrow rUlluing through
all of their actions.
Sornetimes
they
would stop laughing
and break into tears, and nearly always
when the:,' !i!011[;-11tno one was looking they would hegin to
weep.
He stopped beside the roller-coaster
a nd watched
the
people climbinr; aboar'd the cars for their rides.
They were
all smiling, and it seeruekl to him that their smiles must he painted
on, for they never changed.
Leering at him and at the world,
these paint cd marmikiu-l ike people rode off smiling
up the
steep slope of the roller-coaster.
As he stood watching
them
it occur red tn him that, although
a loaded car left the platform
every few minutes,
he had seen none return.
He walked
along the [(DCe that separated
him from the scaffolding
for a
few hundred
teet trying
to see where it was that the cars
went.
To his horror he found that after the cars went over
the top of 111e first rise and roared down into the big clip, the
scaffoldinr;
and the tracks
ended and the loaded cars shot
off into SP:l(:C.
He watched with fascinated
horror as car after
car loaded with grinning
people shot off the end of the track
and dashed to pieces against a hill in the background.
Sickened
by this incredible
destruction
of human life he
turned to RO. As he walked away he passed by a lar[2,'e carrousel
crowded wi th children and adults waiting for the ride to begin.
He watched
entranced
as the calliope started to play ami the
merry-go-rr)ll11d
began to move.
It wen t faster and faster t111til at last all the horses, the people, and the polished brass bars
blended
together
so that he could not distinguish
indiviklual
objects.
It seemed as though it would spin right off its axis.
After several minutes
it began to slow down, but of all the
crowd that had climbed aboard the carrousel.
He felt as though
soul was left.
They had all disintegrated.
A new group of
people began to crowd aboard the carrousel.
He felt as though
a great weigllt were pushing- down upon him-i-snffocating
him.
He hurried
through
the crowds of people, trying to find the
exit eo that he could leave.
As he pushed on tlHouph
the
crowd he saw standing at the entrance of the tent just al:;'ead of
him a gTOUp of men throwing
baseballs
at little children who
were tied in the back of the tent.
The men were laughing
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and jesting with each other, and they seemed oblivious
to the
Screams of the battered
children.
The proprietor
of the shop
was engaged in untying the mangled bodies and putting
fresh
ones in their place.
He looked into the tent and saw a large
pile of bruised and bloody lifeless bodies lying in the corner.
He began to run through the crowld, Just as he came within sight of the exit, however, the loudspeaker
blared:
"Everybody congregate
at the entrance to the grounds for the big free
show of the evening.
There you will see the greatest
act of
sheer bravery ever witnessed by mortal man.
Carlos the Great
will leap off the top of the three-hundred
foot pole. in his
death-defying
high diving
act into just six feet of water
Hurry,
burry,
hurry I" Immediately
such a mass of people
crow'ded around him at the entrance
that he could not force
his vvay through to get out. Dozens of spotlights
were turned
on, illuminating
the top of the three-hundred
foot pole.
As
the drums rolled and the loudspeakers
blared,
Carlos began
to climb the swaying cylinder.
Higher and bigher he climhed,
but he was not alone.
For, following
behind him at re,~ular
intervals, people from the crowd were climbing as well.
When
Carlos reached the top a deadly hush settled over the crowel.
Then <1;; the dr ums rolled more loudly, as the audience cheered.
as the spotJigl:ts played Carlos the Great leaped off into space.
Irnrnckliatcly
following him, another, and another,
and another
jum petl as the drums rolled .
. He finally managed to crowd his way to the exit and out
into the street.
As soon as be was free he began to rein desperately
ane! quietly.
Behind him the drums stil! rolled as,
one after another,
the crowel at the carnival
leapt [rorn the
top of the hi'gh pole .
. He ran for a long time until he was completely exhausted.
He rcaliz etl that he was tired, so he lay down in tile entrance
of a large cathedral
and went to sleep.
When he woke up it
was light outside, although
the sun had not yet risen.
He
looked about and saw many people going into the cathedral
for
1:h,c morning
service.
He got up, brushed
himself
0[1', and
joined the people going into the cathedral,
hoping that perhaps
here he could find some information
on how to g'Ct out o] the
city.
The cathedral
was very beautiful
in the early morning
light.
The stones were lusterou s, giving off s uc lr a lig'ht that
they seemed to be alive.
The gTeat towers rose high above
him a n.l two massive bronze doors stood open.
He was sure
that lier« he would find the way.
As he walked through
the
d()()rs, however, be was amazed at the change.
There was a
musty smell inside, and he could see that there were cobwebs
on the w al ls and klust on the floor.
There was a pale green
li.~'ht shining- through the windows, many of which were broken
and covered with c1ustand
cobwebs.
the air was clamp, and
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the acr i rl "mel! of smoke and incense filled his nostrils.
Some
people jn black robes were sleeping on l)le floor in the. front
of the buildina,
and others walkeicl back and forth behind. a
large open I'ir/. ~::;ll1oke from the fire filled the inside of tbe
clu.rch.
lIe looked about the sides of the room and sa",' some
statue s un lheir various niches,
In the heart of each, however,
was a tr)I"I!< knife, and the blood ran down the front of their
robes ;.,~!(1. dripped onto tl1e floor.
He rose anrl bolted for the
cloor. 11c wept as he ran.
I! e r au out the door and clown the steps into the warm
mornnu ..' sunl ieh t. /\s he looked about he was surprised
to fin;cl
that h~' \\,;1.,., Y;ack at the sam e square from whence
he had
start c.l. It was carly morning- and only a few people were
al"'11I. Thr" (lld \\!nlll;l.l1 was ;.;t"ill sellin" flowers on the island
in the 1T!iddic of tlie square, and the fountain was still sending
HI" i 'C-I,IlL1l1mg
cascadeor \\"aler.IJc
\'.:alked
around
the
S(!1);1]"C l";'l)ic!ly.
l\ ]arge black sedan whirled around the corner ahead of
h irn ,,]1 if 1)t'(;'an 'driv ing around
the square
very rapidly.
lIe
tunlcl,! :1l1(! ':,Lcppecl out in front of the speeding' car.
There
were tl ie squeal of brakes and the crunch
of broken
bones
anI[ !Jrui;,('(l Hesh. The car drove on. A .liearse pulled up. to
the curb beside the lifeless figure.
Two rrien stepped out,
picked up the bokly, and lifted it into the car.
The: .little old
w()m;'_'l stnor! silent
and motionless
on the sidewalk
watching,
her flowers clasped close to her breast.

No Cause for Alarm, Mrs. Temple
Barbara

Sims

y ;11?ther was rath.er grimly determined
that., of her. brood
I_I l!lrCC
one should soar to great heights In the Held of
_ art. Since my older brother and sister displayed no taste
i()r culture, she undertook
to concentrate
all her dforts
on me and nudge me around in the various arts until I found
a niche that [ittcd. \/Vith this thought in mind, she enrolled me in
the Broderick School or the Dance, where I spent several weary
months unsuccessfully
trying to shuffle in time to the music of
"'f'ea For'l'wo"
played on a tinny old piano.
Seeing the futility
o[ tillS VU1Lllre, tl/l.other, who was not yet to taste despalr, deCIded
to try the field of music next and forthwith
deposited
me at
Mrs. Trunidle's Piano Studio.
Mrs. Trundle and I clashed almost
irmne'rliate!y,
and it wa;:; she who suggested
to my anxibus
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mother that dramatics might be more in my line.
Mother had by now developed
a kind of "any port in a
storm" attitude, and she was more than willing to foist me off
on Miss Finch of the Finch Dramatic
Art School.
It was here
that I really found my medium, and I entered wholeheartedly
into the business of diction and sustained vowel practice and the
like.
My mother was delighted
with my success, and I must
shamefacedly
confess that J ,,(;011 became one r'
awful
children who were called upon to "speak a piece" whenever the
family entertained
guests.
I hang my head now in humble
apology to the old family friends who were forced to stifle
yawns and squirm in silent agony while I simpered
through
the dreary little pieces Miss Finch had painstakingly
drilled
me on.
Shirley Temple was the rage in Hollywood
at that time,
auld while I bore not the slighest resemblance
to the child star,
ram quite sure that: somewhere in the back of m v
' r',r's mind
was the idea that Mrs. Temple was not the only one who had
delivered herself of a 'child prodigy and that 1. too. IIlivllt some
day bring fame and fortune to an inconspicuous
family of very
modest means.
At any rate, she spent long, arduous
hours
stitching
elaborately
embroidered
dresses
for me to wear at
recitals, and "he was the only member of the Ia m ilv who did
not beg for mercy when I practiced
my lessons frequently
and
aloud.
By the time Christmas
rolled around that year, I was Miss
Finch's star pupil, and Mother, delirious with joy, was mulling
over the idea of having Our little dramatics
group entertain
at
the Christmas
party of her Women's
Auxiliary.
She went
into a hukldle with Miss Finch, and together
they developed
the plan of delighting
the ladies with a children's
Christmas
play in which I would star as Mab, Queen of the Fairies.
Miss
Finch, who had probably dreamed of such horizons, was carried
away with the idea and decided to have me burst forth in a blaze
of glory from a snowball in the first act rather than make the
1110re conventional
side entrance.
The snowball
took a bit of
doing, but my ever ingenious
mother at length hael one fashioned of hinged wire halves, secured with a hook ,and covered
with muslin and artificial snowflakes.
It was a large affair in
which I could stand concealed until the moment of my dramatic
entrance
and then granklly step out of to leave the audience
dazzled at the sheer ingenuity
of the thing.
When the big clay came, my lines were perfect, my white
organdy
dress was flawless, and all of us were ill a ver~table
tizzy of excitement.
My long-suffering
father had been assigned
the ticklish business of getting the snowball from our house to
the Women's
Department
Club.
He arrived
late and out-ofI
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sorts, bearing the now dented anld disarranged
snowball.
My
mother quickly bent it back into shape and, after giving me
some final admonitions,
she scurried out to her seat in the
audience.
Miss Finch banged a piano fanfare, the curtain squeaked
up, and the shepherds, clad in poorly disguiseid bathrobes, began
their halting speeches.
Inside the airless snowball, I preened
ankl waited feverishly for my cue. When it came, I was panic
stricken
to discover
that the hook which held the two
halves of the snowball together was firmly stuck and refused
to budge despite my frantic attempts to loosen it. Outside, I
could hear a shepherd saying desperately and for the third time
that he was awaiting an omen from he knew not where.
In a
fever of panic, I poked and prodded with my hand until I had
ripped off most of the muslin, then clambered out of the skeleton
of' wires to announce, somewhat
hysterically,
to the startled
shepherds that the Wise Men approached from yon faroff land.
I could hear tittering
in the audience, and I recognized
my
mother's voice in a faint shriek which arose from the back row.
Deterrllinecl that the show must go on, I decided to compensate
for my tardiness by giving the audience an extra treat, whereupon
I began swooping and swirling across the stage in a sketchy
version of a number I had picked up in my dancing school days.
My colleague; were dumbfounded, and I could see the horror on
Miss Finch's face as she scuttled from her post at the piano
back to the wings where she stood anld hissed at me,· making
beckoning gestures with her bony old hands.
All this I grandly
ignored and, adding a fillip to my impromptu act, I started a
series of catapults and pirouettes from one side of the stage to
the other. I had underestimated
Miss Finch's cunning, however,
for she raced around to the other side and waited for me there
with a look of bitter malice in her eyes. As I sailed near her,
she grabbed a handful of my dress and jerked me quite abruptly
from the convulseld audience's
view.
Backstage
my mother,
red with mortification,
clutched me by the arm and dragged
me home in ominous silence.
Some clays later, kind Providence saw fit to afflict me with
tonsilitis, and by the time I had recovered, the reverberations
of the incident had enkled and so had my mother's <;luest for
culture.
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Two Poems
Frances

King

The Conversation
Having come to the end of a swift day,
VIT e reviewed the past months
With something akin to surprise.
Having decided upon the general. tenor of events,
We began to recount in a clever sort of way.
"First '.J[ all, there was the actual meeting
(Long after the dream had been conceived)
Which Legan with obvious hatrekl and then-."
"Then there were tho long: silent m on ths
\;\f];idl IlILlllagecl to speak very loud to them."
"The ,;JIUW carne ill lhe windows anr1 a.I.ler] enchantIT]Lilt.

"Not ".tI()II, but blossoms."
"Clan-rooms
Iakled into hooks, into talk,
Into suspension
of tall.."
"Sl,rill': a ltcr nut ed wi '~h a Decembcr
reeling of uncertaiuty.
Violet:; and reel but fallen.
Drifts ql: color and fragility."
"The rlig'nily or moonlight
altered them,
Causing' them to aSSll111C an honesty seldom perceived."
Having examined the situation at a glance,
We leaned back in a graceful terminating
way,
But a third shadow joined the discussion,
And we both sighed as we saw it was going to finish
the story.
"Naturally
the "now and the talk and the bells
\lVhi'211 chimed
and chimed
in their minds
Was not strong- enough.
Prjrlc .uirl I"n'ec!orn joined thcin ncar the corner
One JUile niglit."
Here we :hook our clever heads and begged
That the story be ended and goodbyes said.
But the shadow smiled and stretched
And continued the story they didn't want to hear.
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"So the four of them were an unfortrma t(c crowd,
And cne said this in his mind,
And the other said it in his actions.
'And then there were none?'
And they gradually
perceived
that June
Had been November;
and the fog, smoke;
An'd the moonlight,
fire which burned tlrem ;
"11 t re talk, sword play; ane 11't re promht'c~. denials."
rUlC
erna s.
At this point the third shadow paused
And looked around for the original two.
Seeing that they were vanishing through the door,
The shadow followed them and shouted down the hall.
"So you see itis the olel fable of evolution
In which nothing is what it seems.
The sunsets,
too, are hallucinations.
And the stars will go S0011,
And you are not the two who entered h cr e."
Having shook their heads in a knowing sort of way,
The original two discovered under a street light
That they were looking into the faces of past enemies.

For a Small Child
How can I tell yO\1 that the enchantment
IS rare,
Sel d 0111 to be Icu 11'(1.
Tell you, you standing therewith
the cui forsythia,
Standing with your calm and sensitive eyes
Seeking assurance?
Is it possible to exj.lain that sudden Ll1()\\illg
Of the sin(!:ular scattered
whirlpools
j» each life r
The time when one sees the few highlighted
Moments in the usual calm, dull cove of existence
The scarce gulls snatched from the spray
Or lost and seen far off
Glimmering still in the receding surf
Can I show, as it in me, to teach
The iiupor rance of: those flowers.
(Their confident gold sW;Tling about your happy Iace)
TIle deathless
ex isterice of each clJih\'11 L1ling
Plucked from a11 envious \\Iinl(]
Which lies in wait?
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Cabbage Stew
William

Griffith

I

j

pulled my left arm from beneath the warm pile of blankets
and coverlets.
With small forefinger I touched the crystalline sheet of ice that covered the small window above my
bed. The contact was strange: along my arm the minute,
pale hairs rOSE;with the goose pimples; a queer trembling passed
through my body; my smaIl bed trembled; and the hairs on my
heakl seemed to want to pull from their roots.
I quickly put my
arm back under the comforting
warmth of the blankets and
rpresseidmy nose into the pillow.
A metallic clang made me turn my head toward the room.
Before the iron mouth of the laundry-stove,
mother was stooping,
thrusting great chunks of wood through the little door.
Her
round face, serious with her task, became red from the reflected
glare of the fiery insides of the tiny stove.
The soft curling
hair glisteneld and sparkled around her ruddy face.
Mother
.gathered the warmth from the stove into herself, then closed
the door.
The cheering
redness
was gone-there
was my
mother's face, pale and sael, beautiful and loveable.
The door
'next'to the stove opened and Betty hurried into the room dressed
only in her pink cotton petticoat
and long cotton stockings.
N ext to Mother she seemed very small.
Her bobbed hair fell
about her face in straight
lines.
Mother ran her hand over
Betty's hair and straightened
the little kinks that had formeicl in
it. Slowly Mother shook her head; sadness shone in the pale
morn'ihg light.

Soon, from the stove, came the pleasant savory smell of
oatmeal and the rich teasing aroma of coffee. Mother frowned
at me; it was time for me to get up.
An hour later, Betty and I stepped out onto the ice-hidden
stoop.
The air was cold and stung our faces until they were
red and shining.
Betty's red coat was buttoned close around her
chin;
yellow knitted muffler peeped out around the edges of
the collar. Her hair was almost hidden by the orange stocking
cap. She stooped over and, with yellow mittened hand, clicked
the buttons on her brown rubber galoshes.
Over the bright brass
buttons of my black coat, I drew my hand in its grey woolen
mitten; I was proud of my buttons.
Then I reached up and
turned the reid stocking-cap down over my ears.
Mother opened
! the door a small crack and called through:
"Betty, don't you let
Billy faI1 into the crick. Be careful!"
Betty took my hand and
we safely made it across the treacherous stoop. Then she let go

a
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of 11'1yhand and started skipping across the frozen oTotmd.
Ridges, footprints that hakl frozen into solid caricature, l11~de her
exJIJI)itiol.1. lor Ihat is what it was, a little difficult; she stumbled
and fell. But she was up and off again, over the path and down
the hill. I followed, running and stumbling.
We were happy;
we were verv happy.
At Nellie's garden we made an important
discovery.
In
the fall Nellie had neglectekl to pick one of her cabbages and
there it was. True it was small, the leaves were broken and white,
and it was frozen quite hard; but it was a discovery.
Betty
pulled a stake from the ground and knocked at the cabbage
until it fell from its stalk. By then it was in a very sorry condition, but Betty tucked it uncler her arm and we continued along
the path.
The creek was frozen; I could not have fallen in, not even
if I had wan ted to. Near the bank the ice was thin and white;
here there had been little water.
Wei shattered
this thin ice
and listened to the crinkle it made in the still air. Over the
thicker ice we boldly made our way and climbed the hill all the
other side.
ln the trash-pile at the top of the hill we founel a stcwpan
with a broken handle.
Into this Betty broke up the cabbage
leaves; the leaves tinkled in the metal pan.
'vVith two bricks
she made a stove and set the cabbage there to boil. Occasionally
she would stir the leaves round and round.
The leaves would
then again set up their merry clinking.
I removed a mitten
and (Juickly my hand was wrappeki round with cold. I picked
up a tiny clod of earth and broke it into our cabbage stew.
"Pepper!"
I pronounced.
I put on the mitten and held it fast
against my body.
I stood up and .looked. It was a sunless day, a day of grey
doud shapes that filled the sky. Against the greyness, distant
trees raiselcl their naked limbs up from the ground as if loathe
to touch it, while small scrub trees around us hovered dose as
if to capture warmth from the earth. Tall grey weeds, skeletons
of goldenrod and thistle, stuck into the grey atmosphere;
brittle
nothings they were. Tiny houses in the grey distance Iet thin
spirals of grey smoke into the air. The wind that was creeping
over the fields reached with icy grey fingers',
I looked klown 'at my sister who was stooping over our
cabbage stew.
From underneath
her orange stocking cap her
bobbed hair was sticking out in bro_wn confusion.
In her yel1gw
muffler there was a small, unraveling hole. I knelt beside !h:~r
and, bending low, turned and smiled into hel' eyes .
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Freshman Material

•

Reality:
Chester

Perkins

dream ing,
But the real ness 0-( Iny dreal1l was higllten-'
!ngly vivi.l and at ',k~. Sallle:l'IIlI: rriorbid, and a ,,, rt progressed
It took 011 rl'l,C)ltrn;ln;iI
j)lrJjJU1tlons,
.
•
,
I was walking clown Main Street Just fo:' walking s sake,
drin~(ing in all tbe wonderful
sights SUJTot:,l1~Jl1gl;le.,~ncl ff.el~
tortunat«
1:0 -.cc allc]
be: a p',\1'[ or [ill' "J 1111''', 1)1 1111, . \i\ ith
no particulur
route or destination
in mind,. _I turned
111to a
narrow side street with wh ich I was unfamiliar .an'rJ vel_Itured
forth hoping to see more evidences of the beauties of life. I
should have stayed 011 lVJain Street. . .
. ,
Aside Irorn dirty, unkempt
buildings
and streets,
which
one often sees in large cities, the first two or three blocks I
wa lkc"l '.'.'1'["1:' IF)t 11 1ll1.:W' I : 1~11l ;\, T (In"I\' [a1',,1,':,1' avay From the
nia in th
.Fnrc. T 1)(':.;al1 tl) ':'_'C thin;,,_'s\'.-hi,'h
,,1,(wkec1 and
horr if eel 1Tl e,
Filth, ruin , an'd dei-;radation
were all about me. Buildings,
disemboweled
by searing', scorching names,
stood gaunt and
ghostly against a Sl11og'gy.sky, whi!e hordes of looters scraped.
their ashes in search of objects of little value,
Beautiful young
"'irb 11e':a111c cvippl»].
\',,-;-inkl'_-'cl ,,1r1 \1,'C)Il1C)l 1'''(''I'c 1!lV eves.
~!ld
v ou thl u ' ;,nrl v iril e ll'1Cll beCl]T1C
'.\'(::,1 ;1..1'1,1 1!~,d(,·;,; 111irler'the
weig~ht of Cjuickening
years.
Malformed
babies became
invalid morons, w h ile o th cr» k:ll before an Ol'l,',bll,)'llt
of
the
vermin plagues
which swept clown the narrow c~l~fines of the
street.
)\t the next intcrscction
t\VO automobiles
merged
into a
mighty, thunderous
crash, a n d I could but stand by an'cl watch
as the decapitated
remains
of their passengers
came hurtling
through the air, to lanel with a sickening thud at my feet. The
twistecl, battered
vvreckage of tIle two cars made a grotesque
sight which s0111e110\;vdid not seem out of place on this street.
Farther
on, two filtllY rats nibbleld at refuse and garbage
which littered
the street,
\\'hilc
:-;tarvillg
dogs :',ccllnpcre'd to
safety at the sight of them.
From between two bricks an acorn
had sprouted,
striving valiantly
to become a majestic
oak, but
it now stood like a stick, devoid of leaves, branches,
and bark"
typifying the barren lives of the people.
The next block was a battlefield
of war, and I stood'
appalled in the miidst of it, Bombed-out
buildings
were only
smoking heap" of rubble and debris. and the parts of them whic11
had withstood
the barrage
stood like jagged
peaks, serving
only to accentuate
the utter destruction
about them.
Dead
\\'LLS

I
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bodies of soldiers were strewn everywhere,
and when I seemed
about to retell at the sight of one of then), I turned away only to
find myself looking at another.
I thought, "This can't be. This
is a civilized world.
How can God have permitted
this sort of
thing to exist?"
The end of the street yawned at lny feet, a black al.yss.
I
looked into it for a moment, pondering.
I looked up, and as
.tlie edge crumbled beneath me, I caught sight of a street sign
which read, "The Avenue Of All Things
Unsightly
In One's
Lifetime."
The next instant,
I was plunging
through
blackness.
I awakened
with a convulsive
start, and cold heads of
perspiration
stood 011 my hot, aching forehead.
I was frightened.
:vVas this reality r Could it be that life was like tli is r Then I
looked out through
my darkened
windows
and collapsed
on
my pillow, sobbing a sigh of relief, knowing that it was a dream,
and that I would never have to see all those horrible
things.
To most people, those things are very real, but not to me.
Each day I can escape them.
You see, the darkened
windows
through which I was looking are my eyes. I am blind.

t~Y Father's Day In Hollywood
~ V

Mary

Jane

White

t is Father's
Day· in Hollywood,
especially
in the gorgeous
Beverly Hills home of the glamorous
actress, l<oberta Du. prez Conley Enfidel
lVlorgan Stienfelxl
Stalile
Golightly
Montjoy, the former Mu m ic Snitch. Her sons and daughters
are clustered
around a front window awaiting
the arrival of
their fathers.
Roberta,
the most devoted
mother
in all filmdom-she
spends as much as fifteen minutes a year with her childrenis in the background
gritting
her teeth.
She despises Father's
Day.
'.
She looks at her brood and says sweetly:
"Now get this
straight.
No rat race like last year.
You're all old enough to
know. your own fathers,
Don't all of you go jumping
on the
first man that comes running up the walk." She looks Idubiously
at young Pierre.
"Y oung Pierre,"
she says, "Who
is your
father?"
.
Young Pierre scratches
his head for a moment
and then
says proudly:
"My father is Mark Stable."
Roberta
stamps
her foot.
"Mark
Stable
is not your
father.
He is little Louella's
father."

I
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"N,), Ik ain't either,"
little Louella pipes up,
"Hector"
Golightly is my father."
lZoLerca couu ts on her fingers and mumbles: "Fifth child,
first husband, second husband, third,--Ummm
h111m. You're
a smart l~'irl, Louei la. Hector Goligbtiy is indeed your father."
RoLer "it COl'1'1 toe an d 111 umbles
so m e m ore, c , Pierre,
your
father is Foxhall Stienfeld. Please remember that."
Roberta is still worriekl.
Which child is Mark Stable's?
He's got one somewhere
in the bunch, she's fairly certain;
She decides to use some psychology.
"Children," she say brightly, "Let's see who's the smartest.
Whose father is Mark Stable?"
c, f)Oll't
look at rue."
"He ain't mine."
"Mine neither."
"Ah'm Fairfax Morgan's boy, mahself."
This blanket
denial irritates
Roberta
immensely.
"This
is revo ltirig.
One of: you has to be M,all~ Stable's child,
Now
confess it. Who are you?"
Silence.
Roberta begins checking their ages against her
marriages.
"Rochambeau,
it's between you and little Hedda.
Now, out with it."
(She makes a note to spend a half hour
with them next year and get their names straightened
out.)
Jm:t then [I man turns in the 'driveway,
Roilerta calls in her
secretary.
"Quick." ,-lie says, "VVho is tilis 111:111? He looks familiar,
but I don't remember
ever marrying
anybo'dy that old. You
don't think he's got a child in this bunch, do you?"
The secretary
peeks out.
"Why, Mrs. Montjoy,
that's
your rather I Your nio thcrs fourth husband."
"Oh!" says Roberta, and heads for the aspirin.

r ~Jl1{'Fallacy of Extreme Pacifism
c

~

1V;j.e

Qi

(The Editor Invites Contributions
From A Different Point Of View)
Robert

Concerning

This

Subject

E. Malsberry

he fallacy of extreme pacifism, according 1.0 !\. Lawrence
Lowell, author of "The Student Mind," lies in the idea that
anyone
nation's remaining
c1efenseless can bring about
.
frankness and mutual confidence
among
nations.
One
nllght as well expect to abolish banditry by disarming a town's
police force,
Although
I fully agree with Mr. Lowell, to me the real
emptiness of pacifism is shown by its lack of any constructiv~
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policy.
I refuse to consider peace at any price a constructive
P?licy.
Pacifists
have nothing
to boast equaling
the heroism
gIven Ior the 'destructive
necessities
of war.
I. would rather
cIo what I can in defense of principles
in which I believe, than
stand aside and do nothing.
The pacifist, in time of war, lives in a dream world.
When
a nation has Leen struck and strikes back, non-resistance
by
any citizen is itself participation
in the war.
Even though he
does not agrcr; with
his country,
the paci fist's inrli ffr;rence
makes him a participant
in Wcl1"~on the enemy's
side.
This
IS the pacifist's
predicament.
'1'0 believe,
as extreme
pacifists
de),
thai:
o ui iligLu;t
allegiance
is to the human race as a whole, is too indefinite.
'vVe can ,jq m o rc ;~'V)r1by plc([;<illp: allcg'iancc
lo our couut ry and
working to make it a country
with liberty and justice for all
-a
countrv which rnay be an example to others.
If, as the extreme pacifists advocate- wars can be stopped
with spiritual
power before they .are startec1~let
tlrern do it!
If not, let us do what we deem necessary.
.
\iVhen the world is confronted
by powerful
,i,ggTes:.,ors,
I Ia vor doing soruct irinv about it~not
lcttirur incirlcnts
occur
about me an~l doing nothing to prevent them:'
I have read that Gandhi's
lea'dersliip in India was a good
example of pacifistic ideas in action.
But India was fortunate
!n that fair-minded
England was her opponent.
Can you imagme Gan.dhi
gaining
Inda's
independence
through
pacifistIC principles
if he were behind the "iron curtain?"
j\1.H~,jall
1:,l1]JpOl't or \iValbce's
"peace at. ;lJ"JY pric<'" third
party clearly reveals thu t pacific'l1l in the Uilited StaU>.:, would
be playing into Russian hands.
If our country
had been prepared,
the whole course and
origin of VVorld W ar II rnigh t have been different.
There were
too many pacifistic doctrines taught in our schools.
Too many
people tended to think in pacifistic terms.
Now, only befitting.
Our contemporary
history, we tend to think in rni1i taristic terms.
Republican
and Democratic
party platforms,
third party results,
and recent congressional
action seem to prove our militaristic
tenklencies.
I sincerely believe in the words spoken by A. Maude Raydon concerning
the failure of pacifism.
She said, "When
my
pacifistic friends ask me whether
I call imagine J esus Chr ists
dropping
a bomb or firing a gun, I'm entitled
to say, 'No, I
cannot, but neither can I imagine His standing
aside and doing
nothing.' "
At this critical point in world history,
let us hope that
many pacifists reconsider
anki see the fallacy in their principles
in the light of their inability
to accomplish
them.
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Smile Good-Bye

'

J ohanna

Jones

he 1101.He: was really a studio.
Books filled the shelves
and lay around on the tables.
Here and there were objects
iii. the process
of construction-c11airs
being caned, dresses
Leiw.~ stitched,
lectures lleing composed.
I :~.l·l;lP~dthe uor th w es t room with 111Y mother, and possessed
a corner of it. Here was my desk, facing a window.
In akldibon to birds' nests, odd rocks, ink bottles,
paper
weights,
preserved
insects, books, and magnifying
glasses,
there
was
usuall y a cat on the blotter.
Beside the desk stood a bookcase
rillc;r[ -vilh a hcter ogcueous collection n[ Looks. P,llllphlcl' .. nn.l
card files.
The surrounding
wall was covered with maps and
a small bulletin
board;
in the corner lay my botany
field
e'll1ipment-pIZLnt-press,
pack, and vasculum.
Only a few blocks west sprawled
the university
where my
mother
taught.
The main hall consisted
of three buildings
connected
by towers.
At sunrise or sunset I loved to stand
under the two hemlocks at the west of the hall and look clown
its lOllg, sun-touched
side, to see the light bring out the pink1]('." III tile
tc and [?'Iint (111 the leaded windows.
i h\\TI
c hill.e.ide: l;~yond the h('11110ck"
lay the callal. awl
a little farther, the river.
In the spring, violets, false anemone,
squirrel
corn, and marigolds
lined the sides of the tow-path,
and the grotesque
heads of horse-tail rushes pushed up through
the ,'r;I_.cl
];\,
the river the wi1,1 (':'a1'I:;efilled the air \\-itl, it-;
lusty smell, and the current
rusl;e'cl waist high.
In summer,
sand bars stretched
clown the middle, and the trees on the bank
sha'ded myriads
of mosquitoes.
During the fall, the riverside
,,' .:1 tl:!·("·l 111(111), a uu"tlprirc. In 111C 'winter. C1Hlllk" of icc pil c'rl lip
along the shores, and every noise was sharp.
One person around whom my home life turned was Grandmo ther.
Her capable hands, wearing
a turquoise
ring green
with age, were a symbol
of security
to me.
Those hands
. "l1!lerl chil.ucn.
cooked,
scrubbed,
stitched,
and ran scales.
They were gentle when caring' for my great grandmother,
and
strong when administering
a spanking.
In the kitchen,
Grandmother
all but covered herself with
a muslin apron, ·trimmed
'round with bright tape.
She turned
out cakes, pies, loaves, and meats, spurning
allar tifical flavorings.
When
I was a youngster,
Saturclaybaking
enchanted
me. First of all, I examined and tasted each ingredient.vl
made
a game of seeing if I could stick my finger into the mixing 'bowl
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wthout being caught by the stirring spoon.
Finally, there was
the joy of licking the bowl.
I used to go with Grandmother
to the A. and P. Store
on ~all1r(lay nights.
That was a bright,
noisy world.
The
shiny tin cans, gaudy soap-boxes, enticing fruits piled layer on
layer were exciting.
I careened up one aisle and down the other,
pu::;hij'i,'< a carl ;.d" CJ,:l '1' [,:11 ~l.;; I.. Uu the \\':1.)' home, Grandmother would tuck rny hanel into the crook of her arm, and we
would talk and laugh together.
One m orr; ing r a woke wi th a toothache.
A sick feeling
started to spread over me, and I felt the corners of my mouth
draw c!O'.':] , in fun as a ..cn.al appoil1trnent\\'a~,
made for me.
\iVhen the time came, I allowed Grandmother
to lead me to the
dentist's.
I was horrified when she left me outside the office,
and could not believe it when she sm ilekl good-bye.
Since there
was nothing else to do, I turned and tottered toward the chair
alone.
J Ielt betrayed, and my imagination
turned her smile
into a leer.
Soon after that, I entered school, became indepen!dent,
and
spent many hours away from home. Grandmother
baked on
Saturday
while I studied, and I went to the movies while she
marketed.
Gral1cll1lother's spare moments were taken by Great
Grandmother,
now bedridden,
who demanded
attention
even at
midnight
and left Grandmother
sleepy and exhausted.
Occasionally \'c'l' pbyecl Fish, 01 Old Maid tog-ether.
Even less frequently we had long discussions
on religion, philosophy,
or ambition.
U:·i. ,)] r viewpoints
were two generations
apart; it "vas
sel'dorn that we agreed, and we. often argued fiercely. Nevertheless, (;ralJdl1lother
mu in t aincd a remarkable
tolerance toward
Iny untried theories.
vVhen I needed her, she was always there
to iron a dress, audit a speech, or bandage a cut.
As I sprawled
in the wingchair
one night, conjugating
Germ all verbs. my q;aze shifted to (;ra11(l111ol:11er.The light, tipped
so as not to glarc into her eyes, highlighted
her hair.
Its whiteness shocked me. Her face was more lined than I remembered
it. and ;;h: -cemed tired.
That nig'ht 1 slept little; the next
morning I aw:.kened early, and ..valked over to the campus.
I
stood uncler . :.le hemlock
trees and watched
the sun rise; I
marveled at tl.e incongruity
of the tiny cones on the huge trees.
I scrambled
clown the hill and startled
a crayfish,
lurking
in
the shallows
A the canal.
Crossing
the bridge, I was alone
except for the spiders hax~;~'f~-heavily
on their webs
spun
between the iron supports.
I saw ail these things, but they did
not penetrate
my thoughts,
for deep inside me the impact of
Grandmother's
appearance
lingel'dcl,
Something
set my fingers
tingling just as it hac! years ago, on <my first trip to the dentist's.
By the time I reached the river, I recognized this sensa-
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tion as a fear of desolation,
fear of Grandmother's
going away
from me, just as she had before.
I wa'dcd out to my favorite
rock and sat down, while I contemplated
that episode.
I had
never quite forgiven Grandmother
for smiling and offering me
no pity when I was so overcome with fear, but now I felt that
I was stumbling
on the brink of the explanation.
I watched a
bird sail out of sight into the distance, and with that illustration of eternal
space carne the answer.
Grandmother
had
smiled not from lack of sympathy,
but in spite of it. She had
wante'd me to start toward
that dental chair under my own
power. Understanding,
I realized what a fool I had been to doubt
her. I tl!(Jl1ght of her hands and of the security they symbolized
to me.
I realized that they remained unchanged,
and would
remain unchanged
until the time when I smiled good-bye to
her jus t as she had srniled to me.

The .Rise and Fall of Herbert Oswald Smith
Tom Pease
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Smith wa~ a very :-;ingl1lar II1,Ul, and he
decided
that llic world ,vac; 110t a fit lJ]ace iii which to live.
i\ncl so, one fine day vvlien the iu ood was strung within his
manly
chest, lie found himself a lar;:;-e and comfy cave that
completely
suited his simple needs, and announced to titre world
that 11') lourer to man',; conventions
would be be a slave.
But
Herbert O::i'~vald soon Iourid out that living in a cave is ahout as
easy as carrying
water in a sieve.
For it happened on c Lri;:';'ht
lTlOrning
1I'11il,>.Herbert WLL~; using: c" near-by stream
a", a 11111'ro1'.
so that he could see to tr im IJis beard, that a pebble fell into the
water with a large leer-plunk 1 and caused Herbert's
image to
become all blurred and ragged.
This turned out to be a very
bad th
incleekl, for as Iate ovould baveit
the razor
whie]!
Herl)crt
was using' was ~.pecklc"l with ],115t. and its bl.ule wa:
quite jagged.
And when he stopped
screaming
and looked
again at his reflection
on the mirror-like
surface of the stream
he discovered
to his dismay that on the left side of his face
he was !_,olllpletely uneared ' TInt this small trag'edy (lid not
daunt JJe;-l)ert Oswald, for he had always been it ol1e-.cidr'd man
and this just made it more pronounced.
The years went slowly on their way, and each day would
find FlerLert,:,itting
in front of his cave clothed
ill a ;;lillirreJ
skin .1Jrccclt-cloLlt anel scoffing
at the world au.] it s trouble.
For Herbert always said ( to lIO one in particular
except the
neigiil){)ring
chipmunks
and racoons). "Trouble
is nothing hut a
?ubblc."
And that is exactly what it was, but it burst the day
-1erbert. saw what he supposed
to be a squirrel's
tail sticking
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out.·from a clump of J)jJshes, and CI1.1 it he pounced.
Because, as
luck would have it, the tail turned out to be the enrlpiece of
an .especially
large and ferocious
black bear.
Unfortunately
~or. Herbert
Oswald this choice bit of knowledge
came when
It was far too late to be of any use. And in spite of his polite
bowings and "pardon-rrie-ings",
which were very forgiving
and
quite profuse, the hio'h1y annoyed hear uncurled
an authoritative left hook which sent Herbert's
one good ear flying in
the general direction of the state of Delaware.
.

This sad event caused Herbert
no end of grief an:c1 misery ;
fact, it made him lose his faith in the advantages
of the
outdoor life tv such an extent that he hurriedly
made himself
a squirrelskin
knapsack, packed it with his few bchlI;~'ill';"', ;m,-j
strode off with grim determination
in the direction of the nearest metropolis
For bouncing arcun'd in Herbert
Oswald's mind
was a grand idea, and deep down within Herbert's
singular
self he knew it could not miss. And he was right!
People were
exceeclmgly
willing to pay larg-e prices to glimpse
the man
who hac! Ioueht with nature's
elements and who hac! lost both
ears in the st~?ife.
.
Fame came quickly to Herbert
Oswald, as it does to all
men who have something
[different to SllOW the world, and it
was not long before Herbert
was snowed under with money.
People stopped to gaze at him with awe as he walked down
the avenue in his hand-made
alligator
shoes and his CUSt0111tailored grey suit.
Great authors wrote great books about the
mail who had lived the hermit's
life and who had lost two
ears enroute.
Yes, fame makle Herbert
Oswald's
life overflow
with ·an excess of pleasant things to do, and every clay that he
arose was sunny.
Then one clark clay Herbert
Oswald fell victim to a C0111mercial on the radio which solemnly declared, "A man is not a
real man who does not wear a hat.
Buy one today and face
the world with a smile."
And so Herbert
did, a fancy white
homburg with a green feather, which the clerk assured him was in
the very latest style.
But Herbert
Oswald
Smith reckoned
without his ears and the hat fell over his eyes, causiuz him to
take a fatal plunge into a conveniently
open man-hole for which
he was totally unprepared.
III

And therein, somewhere
between the lines, rests the moral
or this tale: Fate may push yon clown the path of Fame and
make you famous, rich, and carefree for a time-but
when that
Fame attacks the space between your ears it makes your ego
grow by prodigious
leaps and bounds, ankl your life is hardly
worth a clime. And when you have no ears at all, your chances
are as nil as those of fizzed-out
ginger ale.
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Traveling in a Siranqe Country.
Roseline

Intrater

hich
is the road to Quebec?"
I inquired.
The children
kdccd"at
each other add ~·iggled., ",~Ol1S ne parlons pas
ang
Quel est le chernm a
, lais they chorused. I tried agam.
~Juehec~" I offered hopefully. The answer was nothing my
high school
French
teacher
had prepared
me to understand.
For the first time I had an inkling of how it feels to bea foreigner ill a strange country and hopelessly
lost besides.
Our
'49 Pontiac
rattled
ankl coughed
like a Stanley
Steamer.
It was obvious
that the. Canadian
country
roads
bear a definite grudge against the American automobile.
We were not many miles from the verdant
beauty of
Vermont
and in very similar terrain, but the entire aspect of
the countryside
had changed.
Broken down shacks replaced
neat sturdy buil'dings ; the vegetation
was scrubby
and colorless; the cattle looked unhealthy.
"I hope it's a better road than this one," I told the farmer
who (miracles
of miracles)
was giving me directions
in heavily accented
English.
He stared at me in amazement.
"This
is a good road," he said.
(Should I have told him about the
Pennsyl vania Turnpike?)
His ten children
ankl wife, with
baby number
eleven in her arms, carne hurrying'
out of the
house to point at the car and chatter in French.
They were
raggedly
dressed.
Papa, I noticed,
was frowning
in heavy
concentration.
"How is the honey situation
in the States?"
"You mean money?"
I coached.
"Non, non," he objected,
"honey I I sell twenty-five
a pound."
He pointed.
"There
are the bees."
I was farther
from home than
I'd thought.
But Quebec city was different.
There was everywhere
a
captivating:
charm.
The entire city was devoted
to making
to ur ist s h,LPPY, anrl that the effort was successful
was demonstrated
by the predominance
and variety of Arnerican
license
plates.
The main industry
of the city is "the guide tour," and its
salesmen
are so persuasive
that eventually
you buy and go
clattering
over the cobblestones
atop a swaying caleche(onehorse buggy).
Our guide was a student at Lavalle University,
one of the oldest on the American continent, ankl, in an English
so Ca llicly inflected it was almost French, he proudly told us
the cherished
history of the city.
Two great events hallowed
Quebec, and the people cling
zealously
to their memory.
The first was the battle on the
Plains of Abraham,
and the second was the visit of Roosevelt,
Churchill, and MacKenzie
King during the Second World War.
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On every pair of lips is the story of how Montcalm
was
betrayed by one of hs own men. "Quebec is naturally fortified,"
they will point out.
It is built on a cliff that rises vertically
from the St. Lawrence
River.
But there was one place that
slopekl to a convenient path way and thai was unguarded.
Learning of this from the French traitor, General Wolfe led his
British army through the pass during the night and WOK montcalm by surprise.
(He did not, however,
attack a: ~~~~.:~
but
waited courteously
until morning.)
"There was a great battle,"
our guide continued,
pointing
to the cannons which were left
there and which look to atomically
orienteel eyes like ;''''I),~I~nt
little toys. "And in the battle both generals were killed." What
a- significant
sermon here in these iew words!
If on!) .",' nad
given heed to it then, the spennel pTeat event of Qllelwl"c. history
might never have hael to take place.
The Roosevelt, Churchill, King conference took place in the
Citadel, a walled lahvrinthian
construction
with battlements,
tunnels, and dungeons
modeled after the Bastille.
It swarms
with tourists, who clamber gaily about to marvel or mock at
everything
and perhaps make the olel ghosts feel a bit un ccmfort ab le. But the sentry marching
back and forth at the entrance enjoys his job anel the attention
it brings to him, and
he, in knee pants and beret, raises no objection
to shoul.c1ering
his rifle and posing for his picture with any tourist who asks
him.
/\11 the city is si mil ar to t lic museum
where ""'1'1''':S of
the past have be'en reproduced
with remarkable
artistry,
and
men of history in their waxen images live again their moment
of tr iurnp h and suffer again their mo me nt of defeat.
()f course
there are the churches,
the shrines,
and the
cLlther1:-ab-·-lwndreds
of them with innumerable
priests, uun s,
and i il'Tili1:, ,xhn come fro rn m ilcs arou n'r] ill search ofllliracics
and mount the steps of the shrines
on their knees as they
pray their beads.
Except [or various places in Mexico, Quebec is the only
\'.·aller] citv on the .vniericuu
cOlltillel1t, and ill tile "! )ill ()u;:!l"Ler"
we 1';11'1 the silO:)': ~ll1rl the woorl cu stairways
on the si(jc of the
cliff that lead from one level of the city to the other.
There
. is tile street where one must not walk at night, the restaurants
with French cuisine that rivals nectar and ambrosia,
and "The
narrowest
street in the world," where [dozens of ragged children cling to your skirts and beg for pennies.
.
i\;ld
I C;[1I110t forget the Boardwalk
behind the castle-like
Chateau
Frontenac,
rig'ht on the edge of the cliff.
Here the
people stroll at night in the glow of the soft triple lights (like
those in pictures of the Cham p-, Elysees in Paris and watch the
stars dip into the St. Lawrence.
Grande AIle is Quebec's
"Main Street."
Here stood our
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chateau,
a model of cleanliness
and comfort,
managed
by
Maurice, the personification
of soothing cordiality.
Although he
spoke Ensrlish perfectly, he was a thorough-going
propagandist
for his mother tongue.
"Mlle. speaks no French?" he inquired
with such pity and regret that I frantically
tried to ease his
obvious pain.
"Well .. er .. I did study a little in school," I
adin itted,
His face became radiant. " ...
but I don't want to
murder your beautiful
language,"
I added hastily.
"Oh, but
Mlle. is wrong," said Maurice with a marvelous blend of emphasis
and courtesy.
"We would be honored if Mlle. would try to
speak our language."
The next morning no members of the staff would speak
English to me. When I spoke to them, they pretended not to
understand me. and I was submerged by a rapid stream of meloklious but highly unintelligible francais.
I retreated for a moni.ent
while anoLher American woman, who spoke wth a New York
accent, kliscussed a problem with them in English . I realized
suddenly that, on the basis of my few poorly spoken French
sentences of the previous evening, I was no longer accepted by
these people as an outsider but rather as a friend; with deep
humility
I approached
them again.
"Monsieur
Maurice,"
I
began.
"Oui, MIle?"
He was all Latin charm. "Avez-vous une
dictionairc francaise, s'il vous plait?" "Qui, Mlle!" he beamed,
eagerly handing me the book.
\iVolfe may have won the battle on the Plains of Abraham,
but he klidri't win the war in the Province of Quebec.
I was
grateful to Maurice for his tenacious elevotion to the language
he loved, .Ior I eventually tore myself away from Quebec, and,
of course, once on the country roakls I was lost again. "Quel est
Ie chemin a Montreal?"
I asked of some youngsters 011 the road.
And th is time I understood
the answer.
I was no longer in a
strange country.
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Model'n Frontiers
J.

E. Stornberg

he

"V)d
1'r;1nlll()11
grieV;l,ll('E' ()f ()llr R'ellPl';J lin1J i that of
tlie Jack of frontiers.
Our forefathers
had unknown
lands
to dCI dop, unknown oceans to cross, arnl uuk nown lands
to civilize .. Our complaint
is that every thing worth doing
has already been klone. Witbfew
exceptions,
the 'whole world
has, been ex), lored and settled and more' or less civilized;
our
oceans have been charted;
our industries
have been highly
developed,
Vvhere do we go now ?
Yes, our geographical
frontiers
have all but vanished.
Alaska,
South America,
Africa,
India, and China still offer
a, little to the adventurous.
There are, however, other types of
frontiers just as exciting and just as mystery-shrouded
as those
our forebears faced. These may be called our cll1l1inJ frontiers.
Perhaps
the most important
of these boundaries
is in
the field of education.
Although
this country is .'~'CJleral1y CO:lsidererl to be a leader in the figllt against
illiteracy,
we still
have muc h to do. Our school s)";t(;m, tllOll,s'i! develoJled beyoud
many others, is in need of much improvement.
Many of our
people do not have sufficient
facilities
to encourage
their educational
desires.
N ew and in tcrcs ting methods or instruction
should be developed to keep pace w ith our highly in'c1ustrialized
civilization.
A growing: tendency to ignore the finer arts must
be repressed.
A new method to encourage
the study of poetry,
drama, and painting must be brought
forth before our culture
becomes entirely specialized
and n.cchauiz erl.
'N orlkl peace through better government
and diplomacy
is
a held Ilpcn [Ill' cx plor.rti-m.
()\1)"
prcsent-vluy xvorh], tormentcd
by distrust and torn by political and economic differences,
cries
for better forms of government
ane! statesmanship.
J nc1eecl, unless a iie w i·T!)\V(]I
of iricnvl-ih ip, tr us t. and h.umon y soon
appears, the worlrl may once more be encompassed
in another
infern o of hatcrcd and cle struction
Religion offers yet another challenge.
Noone
denies the
value of r Jigious beliefs to the individual.
Greater accord is
needed not only in our own country but all over the world.
A
great step lor ward in world peace wou ld be achieved if we could
all learn to h~' truly tolerant.
The post-war
wave of rcligious
feeling has given us a start in the right direction.
With the
proper cultivation
of this movement
and with proper leadership, true tolerance between nations, as well as between individuals, may be more than just the dream of the idealist.
It could
become a reality,
e;

T
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Certainly we have frontiers
to be faced; certainly
need of pioneers,
These frontiers
are dIfferent
[tom
usually r~r)lI1tCcj
wi tl: the word and require different

we have
those we
types of

pioneers,
There
are urgent
demands
Ior forward
thinking
people, ~1.1j1i m any glorioL1s upportunities
lie ahead for those who
are capa bl« (,~ answering
these demands.

Nuts and Raisins
Eleanor

Felts

f'01nll1crCe that whitens
every sea in quest of nuts and
:lI1d makes slaves of il,; sailors
lor Lhis pl1qJOse !".-,-

;,\
r'U:',I)1':,

Thoreau,

"Life

Without

Principle"

I, '11('\"', we [11in;,

for
of
feudalism. commerce has become more anc\more lucrative.
"I\i]);;
'll-je seven -.cas. churning the green water to froth,
The r;'rlr>l' of spices, stron;,;- and acrid, and the seen L of jlCrhllnes,
rare ,\11'1 delicate, emanate
h-orn precious
cargocs
Shil1ll11ering
silks '\11'! lustrous
satins cross the seas to adorn beautiful
or
wealthy
ladies
Rare and exotic foods are rnshcrl iroin distant
I l,t

ports

1)1 COllllllCrce. we tlriHk of romance,
\\ ';i'11 COlTJnH:rc'~ l'~nll"lr s a.jven1:ure,
:-;illce the wane

to titil latc the palate.

lht

of the human

cargo?

It still exists.

Iti;; man's
the slnl1ie
proLJem in
the year ]949, and douht-, its ultimate
solution 1)(~C:<llL3e oj tile
avidity
of: tbe very
pe()ple
who
cleDnnd
the
products
'If
wlrat

exp loitn tion of man.
Unfortunately,
j1 isn't entirely
of the past. The Unitecl Nations is faced w it l this

commerce.
The
5<1i101';;seek

adventure,
but they
f i nt]
th emse. v cs
slaves
r,f tyrannical
masters
whose pecuniary
gains are to
them far more important than a mere man's soul. The masters.
in t mu, .e r ve a society whose insatiable
and senSLlOUS .lcrnands
are tlw ~;ills of COlllmerce,
T~Tnr1ouhtedly. commerce is auriferous,
but \\li<:lt klS it done
fo\' rnallkind?
Can one stand before 11is Creator witll a "handful of n1.1ts and raisins" to show [or his life's lahors?
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Fugitive From a Ballot Box
Richard
"Politics
out Principle"

is full of grit

Miller

and grave!."-Thoreau,

"Life

With-

olitics
is full of grit and grave!."
This sentence
sums
up Thoreau's
deprecatory
view of politics.
One must,
when considering
Thoreau's
thoughts
on politics, realize
that to him politics was not the party machinery
and
contests
between factions
which are the popular
connotations
of the word, but a broad, general term which embraced government and social interaction
of the individual.
Thoreau
lived ankl acted according
to his beliefs.
He detested the powers of government;
he was jailed [or his refusal
·to pay taxes (although
the tax was for the support
of the
church, it did have legal sanction) ; he became ern hit terc.] "when
his tax and Im e were paid and his release was secured;
he
"wrote a scatbng
anel nearly
treasonable
essay in wh ich he
advocated civil disobedience;
he lived in seclusion and monastic
simplicity
in the woods at Walden Panel.
He was a 11On-(ol1forrnist to the extreme.
Much of Thoreau's
misanthropy
may 1Y2 attributed
to his
O\V11 personal
failures in life. He was able to do nothing successfully-c-even
to write, in the opinion of some.
He was unable
to support himself, going from job to job, and, in the encl, living
on the charity of his Irien'ds.
It was this inability or lack of desire to cooperate
with his fellow man which so colored his
whole existence
as to result, if not in hatred, at least in his
klislike of governmental
restriction
and his challenge
of public
opinion.
FIe was a social misfit.
.
To Thoreau, grit and gravel were unwelcome
and unpleasant substances.
Devoted as he was to his woods and to pastoral scenes, he would naturally
deprecate
the presence of "grit
and gravel," desecrating
his beloved greensward.
F[is greensward was the uninhibited
action of the individual,
unfettered
by the gravel of legislative limitations
and uninfluenced
by a public opinion
which demanded
either conformity
or ostracism.
,
Much can be said about terming
politics grit anc! gravel.
Truly it is-e-but it is the grit and gravel~which,
when cemented
together
by issues of common interest,
common purpose,
and
common weal form the foundation
upon which the clelifice of
our great government
bas been erected.
,
True, politics is not the concern of hermits,
recluses, and
those who live in ivory towers; but, to those who desire to live
together,
cooperate,
and interact
for the good of all, politics
in all of its ramifications
is a sine qua non.
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The Pride of the Elements~)~if~{J.-.
C. Bruce Brooks

I

ht ad been a cloudy, threatening
morning, and at two o'clock
the St111 had yet t? make its app.earance
v~hen I entered a
lookout CalJ111 stationed at the highest point
on the south
rim of the Grand Canyon in Arizona.
This "vas the last stop
on my tour of the Southwest,
and here, along with about forty
other tourists, I was to hear a lecture on the subject of one of
Nature's
great wonders,
the Grand
Canyon
of the mighty
Colorado River.
Inside the cabin were many exhibits:
fossils removed from
the
canyon wall, stuffed animals
which ,oave us an idea of wile!
,
,b.,
,
!JEe at the bottom of the mile-deep gorge, a g'eologlst s tnne
chart consisting
of rock samples which showed the schist found
on the canyon floor to be millions of years old. A porch at the
rear of the cabin seernekl to totter on the very brink of: the
precipice, and-far below we could see a winding brown ribbon
which I knew to be the silt-laden
Colorado.
The sheer magnitude of the spectacle filled us all with a sense of awe, and conversation
was carried on in whispers,
as if lou'd voices might
somehow shatter the beauty of the landscape.
The time for the lecture drew near.
1: reluctantly
tore
myself -away from one of the telescopes
which were fitted to
the iron porch rail and settled myself resignedly
in a chair at
the rear of the porch, fully expecting
to hear a dull account
filled with statistics
and geological
jargon.
But I soon found
I was mistaken.
The lecturer,
a forest ranger, began explaining
to us the
origin of: the Grand Canyon.
He tol'd us that most canyons
were formed by the gradual cutting process of a swift river eating its 'way downward through
layers of soft rock.
Then he
made the uriusal statement
that the Grand Canyon
had not
been 'formed in that way at all; instead of the river's cutting
downward,
tl~c land h:"cl move'rll1pward
very slowly through the
centuries while the Colorado had remained
at the same level
cutting and tearing at the canyon floor on its tumultuous
way
to the sea.
The rang;er proceeded
to point out the scientific
ba sis for
his statement
The area around the canyon
he told us is a
vast mountainous
region
known
as the I<::aibab, which
is
surrounded
by low semi-desert
areas on every side. The Colorado flows straight through the Kaibab from east to west and has
its source to the northeast
in an area of lower altitude.
The
river could not have run uphill; hence, it is still at its original level and the Kaibab has risen around it.
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I klrIl,c("lI1C
deeply absorbe.I iu the ranger's narrative,
ljLlt
sucUclell].,·j
\I:a,; aware
that a storui
was about
to strike.
A
bolt of li;;htjn,!~ hit the porch roof witl: a mighty crash.
Fantast!1::
blobs OJ while
fire danced
briefly before
my eyes all(l\N~J~
swallowed
in the vastness of the canyon,
The biting scent of
ozone filled my nostrils.
A woman shrieked; the group seemed
on the verge of panic; but the ranger laughed away our fears
He pointed out that the cabin roof was studded with lighttlui;:;
rods and had been struck
hundreds
of times without
beilJ~
damaged.
Jus!: then the rain came and a whistling
gale r1rov~
it under the porch roof, forcing us Lo clash into the cabin proper
to avoid being drenched,
Here, hudklled securely in a small room, we listened to thf.!
rest of the lecture while the storm rageel without.
When the
ranger concluded his talk, we went outside and found that th~
rain hacl ccaserl : a n-l. altl1011b'h the 'Oky was still threatening,
th~
dark-faced
cloud banks were rapidly breaking
up and scudding
away before the wind.
Great masses of steam rising from th~
sun-heated
rock at the base of the chasm mingled
with th~
dispersing
clouds.
.
As I drove away from the lookout
cabin, the sun burst
through
the lightening
heavens
and shone upon the canyon
walls, n:avcaliJlg' all tl.c splendor of vivid (;0101' for wh icl. they
are taruous. nrilliant slra-Ies of ydll~\';and reel blended with tall
and black to prorluce a scene the al·ti~t'o brush could 'never capture. To ea,;!: <Llld west, the Grand Canyon stretched as far as tl1e
eye (0\11'<1 sec.
Here was a favorer) view of Nature's
handiwork.
I shall always cherish the memory of it.
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The Harvesrt
Marga

r

Lee Carter

\1 ill. I"C

<)11(<': \\,~h
a t
;;l'(T1: I,i til" univcr«: (alkd
.Vorld.
Tlj()Ll[~11 \;Vorid was so very .su all, '.1 lw<l just been t1.rough
~
(I :';1'ca1 c onf l ic t.
\IVorld was d iv i.lcd into plantation,-,
s~)lue
}''L~'f-:-f: ~.~~:_~ ,:~~_::~~1C:
~]n:dJ.
1\
::,_\
()'.'.!lIC:'-~~ r)L ':El:L1l
l1i:1.tJons
110WCv (."1, grcw dissatisfied
w ith tlreir :·-mall siz e 8.1u1 wanted
to expand their boun'dar ies. j\ t Iirut r.lJI.:y just took U\ er the
lands r)f lhl' ,yeaker plantations
thtt were ll"~ir llcii;iJl)(Jj";'
Soon
the I) nIT', 01: the weak j)ial'La!ionsiJcg'a!!
tf)
object
These
plantations
rir,:t fougbt their battlc.
~1i(J1lc,but ihcu they realized thatjl
Lhey were united they would be able to stop the
Plunderers'
forces more easily,
. '
As time went on, the Friendly
Fanners
Legan lo, fmd.
themselves
weakening
because,
in tnc Iirst place, they were
not prepared
for such an enC0I.111[e1' <Lc; their attacker;;
had
plar.ucrl.
The Friendly
Farmers
asked the aid or the rcrnotc1y
situated
Plantation
Big; its' owner,
however,
refused because
he did not want to become (:niangled in their aHairs,
Nevertheless,
he won lost his noutrality
wlrcn aile of the
Pluucle .ers attacked
one of his far-off island Iarms.
Then
Plantation
Big sent her forces to the aiel of the: Friendly
Farmers,
and soon they began' to gain a slight advantage,
Plantation
Big, after many months. develope:c1 a Secret vVe::-pan which terrified
everyone.
It wa.s so devastating
that 11'
Immediately
put a stop to thc advances of the Plunderers.
It
hakl almost destroyed
their islands,
Plantation
Big was situated
in a beautiful
valley surrounded
by high mountains.
Because
Plantation
Big was
surrounded
by these high mountains,
sbe.conld
not be r~ached
by the Plunderers'
forces, anel while she was helping the Friendly
Farn~ers she was able to keep 111) \\ i Lh her farm ing and grow
her fme crop of doctors; lawyer< l)l1tchers, bakers, l1ewsboys, and
statesmen,
This was, in!deee] a gl:eat help to the Friendly
Farmers,
for they were h,aving ,f:ven morC trouble: because ~he
Reel Weed had infested their I~avi~~led lands_,'_nd stemed to thrlve
on them,
~-'.
No one knew just where the r.ed'JliC"d'ic£lJucfrom, but
a few of the owners had their SV':l'J~i0t1S-tkl
~L came from the
Plantation-behincl-ti1e-Ci5ff,
.,' Th€'
Plunderers
'rnight
have
brought
it with them when they made th,~ir invasion.
The
Red Weed was terrible.
It chokekl out all the other plants,
and, to make matters
worse, when it VIas "I)IlI1U it could not
be distinguished
from any of the o::her plall~3.
I:>
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When the owners of Plantation
Big learned that it existed
and that it was spreading,
they were thrown into a panic.
In the spring when their crops began to come up, the owners
held a conference to decide just what they shouJ!d do about this
deadly scourge.
After hours of debate, the majority, prompted
by fear, decided to take immediate action and have their fields
thoroughly
wedded.
But one owner refused to admit
the
supposed danger however long the others pleaded,
It wasn't that
he was lazy or did not want to save his crop, but just that
he did not like to be rushed into hasty decisions.
As a result
he took the farthest plot while the other owners set their
workers to pulling up all the strange looking plants in their
fields.
Because of his refusal to comply,
the
people
grew
frightened and angry.
"The Weed will spread," they pleaded.
"Your crop will be killed. We won't have a crop." But the stubborn man bided his time.
Then after a few weeks when the
plants had begun to grow, he could easily recognize
which
were the hateful Red Weeds.
Then he told his workers to
pull and burn them all.
Meanwhile the other owners in their fright and panic had
pulled all their crop, thinking that it was the Red Weed.
When
they realized their mistake, they were in an even worse uproar. What should they do? What could they clo? Then they
saw that the crop of the foolish, stubborn farmer had grown
strong ancl tall and fruitful.
He harvested
an extraordinary
corp of doctors, lawyers, butchers, bakers, newsboys, and statesmen.
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Love is Blind
Marjorie

Wuilleumier

overy weather we're having."
"Yes, although it could be a little warmer.
The first cold
winds always bother my sinuses, you know. Let me tell you,
my dear, I always have trouble at this time of year. Now,
wbat were we talking about?
Ob, yes, music."
"Oh, yes, music," Janie repeated weakly.
She managed a
faint smile while she thought to herself:
"What else has he
talked about!
How long can this go on? Wait until I talk to
that Alice. A fine blind elate this is. Everybody else is dancing and here. we sit dis~uss~ng the. finer .rm~sic."
"What (lid you say [ I 111 afraid I didn t bear you. (H-ow
could I? I wasn't listening," she added to herself.)
"I wanted to know if you agree with me-about
Chopin,
you know."
"Personally,"
T0111 went on, "I prefer him to the
more popular classical composers
such as Debussy.
But I
always say: 'To each his own.'
Now, Bach has always fascinated me, too, ankl Beethoven's
works are stimulating.
Let
me tell you--"
He rattled on while Janie made frantic
gestures
to a
couple on the dance floor to hurry back to the table.
"My clear, you're not paying attention," Tom admonished.
"You must be listening
to the tempo of that dance music.
How can anyone enjoy that sort of thing?
I find it amusing
myself."
"Keep c.alm," J<l:ne kept repeating to herself.
"Try changing the subject agam.
He wouldn't be too bad if he talked
about something besides music, or even some other types of
music hesikles classical pieces."
"Why, Bob and Alice!
I didn't realize that the dance was
over."
Under her breath .she added, "I've just been counting
every step yot! took gettmg back here." Aloud she said, "I
know you want to powder your nose, Alice. If you boys will
excuse us. Come, Alice I"
With that, Jane dragged her bewildered friend toward the
ladies' lounge.
Onceinsicle
the door she turned to Alice and
exclaimed: "Why cl~dtl't you ,('11 me he was a walking phonograph record repeating the sa.ue phrases over and over?
'My
clear, let m~ tell you, as I :l!ways .say.' An'd why can't he discuss any thing but long-hair st uff ? I appreciate
that 'music a
little more than s~me people, .hut how long can a person talk
about the three B s? Why ,bd T let you talk me into this?"

L
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As she paused [or breath, "'\Iice took the oppurtL!!1il)' 1.0 defend herself
"Poor Janie.
You've been swell all evening' long.
I know he is monotonous, and you have tried so hare! to interest him ill s01l1ething else. [(cally, I am sorry.
I haven't seen
him since we moved from Cincinnati six years ago.
He was
lou; of Iuu then.
I guess he has chaJl!:;ed. Come on.
Let's
go inr.k and Lell the boys we want to go horne.'
"Thanks, Alice. Tom is really a nice ·boy-but
for sorue
body ..lsc., ]1')[ me. I 'don't m in-l hi.; glasses, hut JlJl1.,L lie keep
reminding
me he is half Llincl ? And I [eel sorry a1Jullt his
sinuse.s, l.ut must he keep referring to them i' I'll make another
attcnn.t to be my own sweet sell, hard as it w ill be. 'But my
dear, Jet me tell you,' this is my last blind elate!"
;\ few weeks later Janie hac! cause to remember
those
words' as she ag'ain heard Alice ask the fatal question.
"Will yo:! do me a big favor?
Dab has a friend frorn Purklue spend i ng the weekend wi t1:1 hj 111,
I thought,
will
you go out with us? Please, for an old friend."
"Alice, you may be my friend, but how far can friendship go? I tclkl you, after my sad evening with Tom, no more
blind dates I"
"But this boy is different.
I've seen him once or twice
with vBcb.
Hes tall, and he has black, wavy hair, and the
biggest, dreamiest brown eyes."
"So has a cocker spaniel.
No, Alice. That's final."
"Well, I guess I could tell him to forget about a date.
But it's a shame; he liked your picture so much.
Maybe I
can get Julie."
'(That's fine with-what
did you say about my picture?"
"Bob showed him that picture he has of the two of us.
But never mind.
I'll ask Julie; she likes football players."
"Football?
Maybe I could reconsider-no!
I've said no
and I mean it!"
"Okay, if you want to worry about what you're missing.
Hc'sal1 exceJlant dancer.
Who knows, he might write to you
after he gO(~S back to Pur'due.
Those Purdue dances and football games arc really something!
Well, I'll see you."
"Wa it. You twisted my arm.
I'll go. But this is the
last time!"
"The last time." Jane 'kept repeating that to herself during
t be week preceding
her date with Bob's friend Jadc.' On the
evening of their date, Janie sat counting brush stroke's Ill' front
of her mirror and thinking.
"Why (lid I get into this?
I'm a nervous wreck.
T don't
know whe lher he likes perfume and nail polish or prefers his
girk unvarnished.
I should have asked more questions.T'May\e he'll talk about football all night; maybe he's going· to be
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the chief topic.
I wonder ~vhat position he plays?
Probably
tackle.
I'll bet he JS "IX reet tall and weichs two hundred
nounds.
\Ne'U look like Tvlutt and Jeff.
Or maybe I'll be
inlprcoisec1 anel he won't.
Oh, clear !"
·H er thoughts were interrupted
by the ringing of the eloorbell, Iollovve!cl by her mother's
voice announcing
the arrival
o! 1:ler -friends
"At least
"flow do I look?" she murmured to the mirror.
No, Alice
III v slip doe:m't
sh?w. Should I keep them waiting?
arid Hob 'dou't rmpress that easily. Besides,
he probably
likes promptness."
"I'm
COl11mg',
mother," she called.
She shrugged
her
shoulders and said softly, "Hcre goes nothing."
She :descended the steps to the sound oi gay voices from
the ball below.
She could distinguish one unfamiliar and very
pleasant voice, a little deep?r. than th~ rest, saying:. "I'm certainly
o.lacl to meet you, Mrs. W illiams. I ve been looking forward to
~eeing you and your d~ught;:;·."
.
Then she saw
him.
1all, lean,· wiry, broad-shouldered,
clean-cut.
And his eyes-they
were very unlike a cocker
spaniel's.
His first remarks to .her wer~: ."Well, hello,! My
mother said there would he clays like this, If ] were lucky.'
As the four of them left, Jane nudged Alice and whispered:
"Okay, l'rn cor:vincec.1. Y~,l1 never. know what. to e~l?ect on a
hlind date. And after all, "he said WIth a w111k, 'I ve heard
that love is blind!"
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